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Web Based Car Information Systems Chapter l - Introduction 
1.1 Abstract 
In today's world, the World Wide Web (www) has o much of information 
available on the Internet especially in the field of education. The internet allov the 
public to use the global market space to promote their products through a barri r that 
breaks all time, distance and place within which the Electronic rnmerce an ' nduct 
itself. 
'The Web Based Car Information Sy tern' i an c- mmcr e v c site that sell 
and promotes both new and u ed cars, pr viding maintenan tip , br w ing rd sc r h 
facilities. The main objective of this project i to devel p an artracti , int ra ri c and 
user friendly online selling web ire u ing FrontPage _QQO. 
The development of the 'Web Based Car Information tern' i empha ized t 
be a browser and platform independent. This will be accornpli hed b u ing VB rript 
and Java Applet to code the client ide processing while A ti e rv r P :r P t 
code the server side processing respectively. lt is al o aimed to ha ea back-end databas 
that is Microsoft Access 2000 for providing updated produ ·t in onnation u er 
information and product databa e. 
Tl is vital to develop the Web ased ar Infc rmati n stem it will b one of 
the few site in Malay ia that will be ellin 1 and providing car to ether with th ir 
maintenance nline, Thi web ·ite will al pr vidc complete in ormation on car · to the 
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l.2 Introduction 
The Internet is a powerful tool that plays a very important part in our live 
nowadays. The Internet helps both the user and compani to come togeth r through 
business related especially online businesses. E-Commerce is tated to be th n xt big 
thing and is proving to be such. Many people do not know that E- rnmcrc i alread 
being incorporated in our everyday Lives. Withdrawing cash from Ll1 A TM and pa in r 
our bilJs through the telephone are some of the many xample mm rec. here 
are many businesses currently in the electronic market that b t b th a n rrnal h p 
and also an online web page that promotes their products o er the W rid Wide Web 
(www). 
The proposed system that 1 will be producing i a Web Ba e ar Inf rmati n 
Systems. This concept is the same as an online car r tail hop. Th old \l a lling 
car, which is by having a showroom filled with selected car ha been urpa d. Th 
Government of Malaysia is encouraging its people to conduct th ir bu in through th 
Internet. Setting up the Multimedia Super Corridor (M ) in Mala i hov this. The 
Government bas ~tl o stressed the imp rtance f "<- omrnercc as th trend to come in the 
future. The rapid adoption of the Internet a a commercial medium ha au ed many car 
firm to experiment with the innovative rnarketin ' way to attract e consumers in a 
computer mediated environment. 
The comm 11 way of . ell in , a c , using the showro m ha· man fault ir ti , 
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geographical limitations that slow down many car applications, becaus in certain areas 
there are no car retail shops. The third main problem is the working hour of the shops 
that operate the showrooms. With the usage of the E-Commerce, the hop can run for -4 
hours non-stop. In other words, having an online hop an b t the car indu try growth 
of Malaysia. 
Most companies run their business electronically u ing computer . The menu 
pop-up and order forms for their products can be generated through netw rk ' ithin the 
company. The fast paced world f computer makes bu inc tran action Ca ·t nd c 
The Web Based Car Inf rmation System (WBCl ) i built t fulfill th n cd f a 
potential buyer and also the car retail company. Data kept clectronicall an be updated 
anywhere and anytime regardless of anything a long a ther i a c mput er tU1 t d t 
the Internet. Information can be keyed in and be updated efficient! with the tem · 
database. 
Before a buyer buys a car, they will first think ab ut the ar h ther the \: ant 
used car or a new car. Next they decided what type of car the want t bu . er that 
they might want to discuss about the color of the ar they might want t pur ha . Wbat 
kind of interior are they lo king at with their ch i c of car The ar om o th man 
particulars a potential buyer would look into bef re u in a car. With a proper Web 
Based Car Inf rmati n ystern a uycr mi ht be a le t I ok through ln option by 
using the search en 1i11c provided 11 the web itc. he buyer d • n 't h ve t make up hi 
mind n the pol but can take hi. time to decide on their own tune nd t e able o 10 
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By using the Web Based Car Information Systems, the buy r can end his 
application online at any time. Although it is not guaranteed the choice of car the buyer 
might want is in the database, but it certainly helps his make bis decision a whole lot 
easier. Through this system, the company can offer their ervice and gain the tru t of 
the buyer. This is because the buyer can check out the credentials of the onlin store 
anytime. With a database that is electronically adapt the ornpany can make ure t11at the 
data is updated and analyzed all the time. Tbe keyword here is "anytime". n thing that 
the buyer wants to do, can be done at whatever time he fe 1 like it. hi 
user-friendly one, which caters to the buyer. 
As Internet security issues are being resolved I v ly, bu ine c ar , lling m r 
and more products online, directly to their customer . With the man di er nt r 
computer security being offered such as SL (Secure Socket La r) an -HTTP 
(Secure Hypertext Transfer Protocol), many conswners are more c nfident 
conducting an online transaction without the fear of credit card fraud . B nc 
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1.3 Objective 
At this time, the car industry in Malaysia have spent a lot of money to setup a 
proper physical car retail showrooms by providing the public a manual a or through a 
car sales agent to order and purchase their vehicle. [ have ask d around throughout the 
areas of Petaling Jaya within the car showroom . The outcom of the questi n ask d 
shows that there are many problems, which arise due to certain everyda act . orne f 
these problems are per istent ones where by U1e u er might g t irritated \: 'th the Id 
system. 
1.3.1 Buyer Problems 
Some of the main problems are listed below to give a better under tanding of the 
problems the buyer faces. They are: 
1 . Working Hours 
If for instance a potential buyer i inter t in buying a car, b has to go the 
showroom during workin hours. If the buyer happ n t c working p r on this 
would prove t be a problem, a he w uld h ve to apply for I a ju ·t to vi it the 
showr om. ~v n ii' he ju t want to get ce tuin in onn ti n · out car, he w uld 
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2. Geographical limitations 
If the buyer happens to stay far from the showroom, this would prove to be an e en 
bigger problem. This is because even if the buyer just wants to obtain information 
about a particular car, he will have to travel all the way t the showr m. Thi i 
because there are not many showrooms in rural areas and al o there might be 
showroom of only certain type of cars but not all the different types. 
3. Limited Choice 
A buyer would be definitely limiting his choic by vi iting a h wr m, Thi i · 
because he would have to visit many showrooms to check ut diff r nt type r car . 
This would not only waste his time but energy and money b ha ing t i it th 
showrooms one by one. The limited space in a sh wr m w uld nl th" 
company to showcase their latest models and not their used car , not e en th 
slightly older new cars all at once. 
1.3.2 Seller Problems 
At the same time, the eller to does have ome pr lern that h is oing through. 
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I.. Cost 
The cost of operating the showrooms is high because of having to get the cars to 
show the customers/buyers. The cost of opening a howroom that xclusively 
promotes one type of car is also very high. \ 
2. Limited Choice 
A promoter will only be able to promote one type f car. Thi· will al· be a nev 
edition that is just out. The old type car will be · .m ba k t the main 
headquarters. The promoter will not be able to how the Ider car· that ha been n 
show previously. 
1.3.3 Main Objectives 
This Web Based Car Information System i built with an obj cti e mg 
sale or buy of a car through the Internet at any time of the da . The Web Bas d Car 
Information System that is being proposed ha the bjecti e a rated belo : 
1. To design and develop a website that allow the buyer to brows , earch and 
place an rder for a 'elected car 
This feature all w U10 buyer t r w. • thr u th out the databa se o U the s that 
are bcin ' ffercd, Thi · includes th new and u scd car . ·11u: lot o 
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the selected car of his choice. This feature is the main r ason of uch a proposed 
system. It creates a user-friendly system, which w111 benefit the user. 
2. To Improve Business 
This system does not focus on one aspect of the busines world but the ame concept 
can be implemented to other types of retail busine . It can al o be u e thr u zh ul 
Malaysia. The web portal will help the car indu try becau e it reaches out t the 
buyer from all over the country and world. lt will al o help pr m tc Mala, ian ar 
to other countries by breaking the international mark t. Thi will in re c the 
Malaysian market of cars to foreigner a well a the local. 
3. To AUow Potential Buyer Easy Acee 
The user interface that is user-friendly will allow the u r to ac e th 
This would save the buyer a lot of time by allowing him to brows through th 
system instead of collecting brochures from many different type of shov ooms. Th 
buyer can also ave time by not having to ee each car individually. N t having th m 
to move around but just acce ing the car' databa e onlin can a e th buyer' 
time. By preparing an online ystem, the buyer can c all the car p cifications and 
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4. To Avoid Mistakes 
By making their own online applications, the buyer will feel more confident of their 
application. This is because the buyer would feel more confident of his application 
form because they would be more careful in applying fi r the car. Thi w uld als 
save the forms if there were mistakes made, as the boyer can simply r fr sh the form 
instead of using a new form every time there i a rnistak made. 
5. To design and develop an attractive and interactiv int rfac f r the v b ite t 
make tbe Online store user friendly 
Buyers are more attracted by any ystcm that u e an int rcsrin t u er int rfa and 
also a website that i information filled with especiall informati n 'U ·h as the 
nearest car dealer around. This system would also allow the u r t fin ut n 
information that he wants to find out while making a purcha online. 
6. To Reduce The Administration Cost 
By implementing uch a system, thi would reduce th tot I co t of aper ting the ar 
retail busine . There would be fewer w rker t ernpl making th \ bol busin ss 
less complicated and less red tape to go throu h. hi w uld d finitely make the 
overall c t f the car Jes' than expected, dependin n the in d 1 of the car. The 
cost of ernployin 1 taff for ther j bs would be held back s the curr nt taff would 
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1.4 Project Significance 
The process of gaining knowledge is not something that we can out limitations to 
stop it. It is an ongoing process that will be growing and growing. S will th meth d of 
gaining this information. [n other words, that whenever there i an w meth d of gaining 
information, it should be excepted. The proposed project o the W cb Ba sed ar 
Information System is one example of a new way of selling car online e .peciall 111 a 
country that is not as advanced as the western countrie . Thi will be ne f the Iir t 
site in Malaysia that will promote and sell car online. 
Besides that, it will also provide product-browsing facility in the D rm of 
engine to ease the buyer who wants to find a particular car item. me f the ad antag 
of shopping for a car onJine through the website are: 
1. Customer's Benefit 
• To save cost of transportation to the showroom and avoiding traffic jam 
• To save time in purchasing an item because purchasing i just a li k awa 
• To make it easier to browse thr ugh the ar option 
• To make it convenient for the type f buyer who lik 
their wn pace rather than havin r them o to the tore 
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2. Companies benefit 
• To make it possible for E-Commerce to allow the companies to sell their 
products worldwide by setting up their virtual store. A a result. th product can 
be sold in more than one place at a time 
• To make information on a particular company obtainable anytime 
• To allow operational benefits, that is for industrial s 11 r by including r ducti n 
in errors, time and overhead 
• To be able to upgrade with the times and current changes 
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1.5 Scope and Limitations of the Project 
1.5.1 Scope: 
This Web Based Car Information System rs built to fulfill the following 
characteristics: 
l. To build a database system that is able t keep and admini tcr all the r c rd 
2. To build a web site with searching abilitie u in certain k v ord 
3. To build an application based on tbe web 
4. To build a catalogue to list all the cars o that th bu er an earch thr u h the 
web system for a particular car. 
5. To create a web site that provides information in the form of advi e tip and 
explanations on how to get financial advise and loan wh n purcha ing a ar 
6. To provide a system that is able to be update by the administration officer 
7. To build a system that can generate a report to the admini trat:i n fficer 
8. To build a system that can 
a) Receive feedback from the buyer 
b) enerate an ima e o the car that he ha · ho n 
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1.5.2 Limitations 
Due to enormous features that an E-Comrnerce sire might comprise, therefore 
there will be certain features and aspects that will not be included in thi pr ject. Th y 
would be: 
1. This online car store wilJ include most of the differ nt types f car availabl in 
the market today. Priority will be given to b th lnternati nal and Mala ian 
made cars. The proposed limit for the databa e i 80 re rd . 
2. This project does not integrate with any financial in rituri n r ha n 
relationship with the banking system. Therefor all financial rcfercnc will be 
redirected to another website which is in-charge of thi asp ct. 
3. The administration section may not be adequat ly sufficient, thi w uld m an 
that all staff with rights to access the databa e has the same pri ·1 ge to do all the 
jobs in the project. This would include dealers. 
4. The online car store couldn't produce 3-D images of the car. It would take a lot 
of time to generate a 3D version f every car in U1e databa e. Tb time to 
download the web ite for the buyer w uld al tak a I ng tim . 2-D pi ture of 
the car wiU be provided for the buyer to lo k at when a arch is conducted. 
5. Due t pr bable time con traint, the learnin and devel pin pr e are to be 
d nc in a parallel fa Ilion. With ut 'tr ng base of the langua ze. UH: author 
would most pr bably have to pend some trme l kin > or lution for p oblc · 
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1.6 Proposed Schedule of the Project 
To facilitate that the whole project runs on time, a chedule i propo ed to 
foresee the smooth running of the development of the whole sy tern. Th draft of the 
proposed schedule is drawn using a Gantt Chart for a good look of th timelin 
proposed. Below is drawn a systematic timeline for th building f the prop ed W b 
Based Car Information System. 
M.ONTR/ JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV OE .tAN FEB 











Chan l : Proposed Gantt 
A project schedule i · planned t ensure the m th running and impl mentation 
f thi project. The pr je t i planned . uch th~ t it will inv I c n tant e elopmg o 
that the whole pr joct will be developed foll wing ' planed schedule. 'he schedule 1 
planned uch that it coordinate all the a pects o the project th· t 11 Lil be fim hed by 
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This Web Based Car Information Systems is a final year project. This means that 
there is little time a11otted to finish this project. In order to complete this project proper 
planning it a must to ensure the smooth running of the project. Some of the proposed 
planning is: 
I. To define the objective of the project 
2. To decipher the source of information 
3. To finish the proposed schedule and w rk order 
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2.1 Purpose 
The introduction of the Internet has prompted many companies to try out its va t 
opportunity that it has to offer. The Internet is fair by offering the same chanc t the 
smaller companies to have a go together with the bigger compani s. Allowing them to 
promote and market their products along side each oth r doe this. With me 
companies, this has proved to be a good move. 
1n the global electronic market, there are many that upp ti 
the car retail market. There are some car web portal availabl on th Int met. There r 
about 26 websites listed as the main references. Th websit Ii tcd h r ar all u d a 
references during the stating of some websites. All die e web ites are used r 
another even as the design for the user interface. 
The international websites are: 
a) DreamMotor (http://www.dreammotor.com) 
b) A ianAuto (bttp://www.asianauto.com) 
c) Auto World (http://www.autoworld.c m) 
d) Cars.corn (http://www.cars.com) 
e) Web nide4 Cars (http://web uide4.com/car ) 
f) Autotrador - Used ars (hllp://aut trader.c m 
g) eBay Mot r (http://www. b 0111 trader.c in 
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i) Yahoo! Autos (http://www.autos.yahoo.com) 
j) eAuto (11ttp://www.eauto.com) 
k) Car Trackers (http://www.cartrackers.com) 
1) AutoWeb (http.swww.autoweb.ccm) 
m) GetAuto (http://www.getauto.com) 
n) Car Buying (http://www.carbuying.com) 
o) AutoSpeed (http://www.autospeed.com) 
p) Carl.ist.com (bttp.z'www.carlist.com) 
Some of the better-known Malaysian Car Web Portal arc: 
a) AutoWorld Malaysia (http://www.autoworld.com.my) 
b) Price The Car (www.pricethecar.com) 
c) DMMS Home (www.dmms.com.my) 
d) MSN Car Point (http://www.msn.eom.my/auto.asp) 
e) Buy Car (http://www.buycar.com.my) 
f) Dozo - Car (http://www.dozo.com.my) 
g) Cars for Sale ttp://www.carstl r ale.com.my 
h) Cars & Wheels (http://www.car.com.my) 
i) KL International Motor how - Virtual B oth http://www.auto. om.my 
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All these websites are chosen because they feature a variety of cars and do not 
promote exclusively one type of car. These websites also feature both new and old cars 
alike. 
As a result, it can be said that there are some basic pre-requi ites for an E- 
Commerce website to be an effective one that actually provid some use to th publi . 
Listed below are five of the main requirements are: 
• A Stable and supportive institutional envir nment 
• Good Bandwidth 
• Efficient and trusted payment 
• Fulfilment systems and logistics 
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2.2 The Approach That Was Taken 
Before a system can be developed, a lot of researching has to be done. The 
researching here is to look for information pertaining to the sy tern. The inf nnation can 
come from many different sources of the Tntemet. For a different type of informati n, 
the method of searching for it is also different. ome of the common source of 
information are system users, forms and documents, c mputer program , pr cedure 
manuals and reports. 
Documentation is the process of recording the informari n one gathers ab ut a 
particular project; the process in implementing the project i al o r c rd d t kc p tra k 
of the procedures. The research for the literature review i imilar to the d cumentati n. 
The information about the project is documented to give the d eloper a wid r 
perspective of the proposed project. There are many ways of gaining information about 
particular subject. For this project documentation, the author used af w normal m th d 
of gathering information. They are listed below: 
2.2.1 Questionnaires 
Firstly there i the que tionnaire where by the que tionnair will help th de eloper 
know what the pub He i o pectin' and kn w . A 
analysing the an wcr, the auth )f can gain me form of m rrnauon 
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techniques as the questionnaires. In this method, ob ervations made of the users 
activities and his behaviours are also vital to know bis pref rence of a system. 
2.2.2 Reading Materials 
Previous completed docwnentations were used as a rcferenc it m . N t man 
projects were found. Other web-based projects were I oked at. The d cument 
were found in the documents room in the Faculty f mputer cience and 
Information Technology. Source found in the librar and ther f rms f r ading 
material such as magazine , newspapers and publications. ook u pr gramming, 
forms of security and electronic trading were also looked into b ides the , r 
industry. 
2.2.3 Internet 
For this project, the Internet wa the main source of Information gatb red a it as 
very easy and efficient in gathering information. When u ing th lot met many E- 
Commerce Car websites were used as guide . Many web ite wer isited to get 
information about things like which software w uld be better to use when 
devel pin r uch a y tom a ;ain. t other simila s ware's, exi ting car -c mmerce 
website to c mpare with w re I' sn. Many ucrie · were al po t d to these 
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most of these websites were noted to give the author a guide as in to how the web 
sites should look like. 
Basically, all the sources can be divided to two types, the printed 
resources and the electronic resources. In the next ection, the finding from all the e 
resources will be described in detail. Most of the sources cam from the electronic 
(online) books and sites on the World Wide Web (www). orne keyw rd w r u ed 
during the search process. 
Another very effective way of searching for information about thi pr je t i b 
going through the previous final year projects compl ted by the ni r . Alth u rh thi 
way proved to be a limited one, it also proved to be very helpful in certain area . M t f 
the e-books were found at the http://www.itlibrary.com site und r the programming 
languages and databases sections. 
Some of the findings that were obtained about any particular online store are as 
follows: 
a) EDT f nterchange 
b) Difference between the conventional meth d and the electronic method 
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2.3 EDI Interchange 
Electronic Data Interchange (EDT) is when data is changed from one computer to 
another over a connected network. lt can be any kind of data, as long as it in the form of 
information. EDI is the alternative for the old method of interchanging information. Th 
old way would be through sending each other letter r ju t u ing the fax. With EDl 
information can be changed instantly without much difficulty ever th ugh the computer 
might not be the same. EDl does not depend on the mput r' int mal hardware 
because ED[ prepares the interface integration in the y tern. 
The level of effectiveness of the EDI will increa if the adrnini stration will r 
this service with proper maintenance. Edi is basically using a basic format f m gmg 
to make sure that the parties involved use a common language when onducting a 
business together. 
2.3.l The Benefits Of EDI 
• Fast processing time 
• Accuracy, readiness of data for the decisi n mak r 
• Less staff upport needed 
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2.4 Difference Between The Conventional Method And The Electronic Method 
The examples shown between both the ways are based on the car retail business. 
These are created to show that there is a big difference between the both ways. 
2.4.1 Conventional Method 
Listed below are some of the main conventional methods of bu ine : 
• Buyers calling or visiting their car agent at the howrocm to find ut 
some information 
• If there isn't any stock Left, the supplier will call to inform the gent t 
con:finn on the delivery of the order 
• After that the agent will m turn call the buyer to inform him on the 
shortage of stock 
• The buyer having to hand in his car form/application with payment in 
person 
• The car agent has to call the ank t confirm the payment ither by credit 
card or check 
• The a 1ent preparin an order form and me a e t clean up the st ck 
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From this short passage, it is observed that there are many small physical 
processes just to process on order of a car. This method proves to be rather slow 
compared to the fast pace world nowadays. Just for a one-way communication, there are 
many process for both the agent and the buyer to go through, making tbi a very difficult 
transaction. 
2.4.2 Electronic Method 
Listed below are the same business but using the ~-Bu ine 
• A buyer getting his questions answered on line at anytime f th day with ut ha e 
to go to the showroom. All the information about all the cars i r adily at hand. 
• Online buying 
• Payment through the web using his credit card and certification instantly b th 
bank. 
• Data entry about both the customer and his choice of car proces and distributed 
on the Internet to other vendor and agents instantly o that there will b no mi. - 
up. 
• All invoice and receipts electronically generated ver the Internet 
• ales led er and tock records in tautly updated automaricall 
hese arc just ornc of tho many way that rnmerce nd uicken up 
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physical processes to be done in order to buy a car online. This kind of business will 
definitely attract the buyers. 
An E-business will also save the administration in cost in the ense of saving the 
company operation cost, such as a small premise for work and extra taff. It al 
quickens the business. There is freedom of expanding their portfolio of cars in their 
database. There is also accurate data being change online with in tant change if a car i 
bought. There is also less payment be cause there i a cut of co t in operati nal ban ling. 
There is a quick and flexible way of updated records online With the nhanc rn nt 
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2.5 Database Publishin2 
There are three parts to this database publishing. First is the web publishing, then 
the relational database, thirdly is the ODBC and finally the SQL. 
2.5.1 Web Publishing: 
Web publishing, also known as web database, is the practical application f Web 
publishing to a real-world business problem publi hing on the c rp rate nerv rk. 
Publishing database content through a Web server has been done extensi el for quit 
number of years on the Internet, especially at www.new .com and www.downl ad. om. 
A primary benefit for a Web publisher is the ability to separate content an rti le) fr m 
presentation (an HTML page). 
Take for example a new product that exists in a ite that ell pr du t online. 
The database is used to store what are the new product content a plain text, with littl 
or no formatting. Reviews are broken down into their component parts-headline body, 
sub stories, graphics, and o on. These elements are stored in separate fields as tables 
within the database. Pre-de igned templates dictate the lay ut of product. When a us r 
clicks the link for a particular new product, the R t U the erver t extract certain 
content from the database, merge it with a particul l mplate, and eliver the finished 
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Storing content in a database offers other conveniences. Software developers are 
familiar with the benefits of reusability and modularity. By designing additional 
templates, one can easily reuse content on another Web site or modify it to fit a new 
design. For users, databases make site searches more accurate: they can be limited t 
certain fields, returning better-quality hits than would full-text search. 
Another advantage to database publishing is the ability to di tribute data update . 
With the right interface, even a new user can go into the database to update informati n; 
the Web publishing system can then send out the change imm diat I . Maint nan e and 
security is also easier in the database world. Creating an HTML templat one and 
merging it with new content is a more reliable way to publi sh informati n v ith ·1 
consistent layout, no matter how many times the content of the pa e ma chan re. 
Finally, databases help keep the wrong content off Web site by enforcing urity 
checks, such as "hide" flags, and checking the current date against the date a tory i et 
to post. [1] 
2.5.2 Relational Database: 
Relational Databases are the basic standard for managing busin information 
today. A relational database is type of databa e based in th relati nal model· non- 
relational database ' comm nly u e a hierarchical, netw rk, r object- riented m del a 
their ba i '. Relational databa e have been de i n d l efficiently proc · high olumes 
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flexibility to handle ad hoc queries and new data relationships, and they pay a lot of 
attention to data integrity, availability, and multi-user data sharing (concurrency control) 
requirements. They provide a robust set of functions for administrating, distributing 
accessing, and updating business information. A relational databa e management y tern 
(RDBMS) is the software that manages a relational database. For e ample Mier oft 
has provides two low costs, highly capable RDBMS products: Micro oft cce s and 
Microsoft SQL Server. IBM also delivers its excellent DB2 database product f r all fBM 
Operating Systems and Microsoft NT. Some other databa e to 1 that ar well known 
and widely used today are Informix and Oracle. (5] 
2.5.3 Open Database Connectivity (ODBC): 
ODBC is a functional library designed to provide a common Applicati n 
Programming Interface (APT) to underlying databas s stems. Th ODB 
communicates with the database through a library driver just a Window 
communicates with a printer via a printer driver. Depending on the databa e being used 
a networking driver may be required to c nnecr t a rem te databa . 
The use of ODBC as the APl between an application t the r lational database 
engine enables us to pick virtually any database product and hange database products 
with minimal impact to ur application. A data ource nam must be reated in rd r or 
the driver to locate rho databa e i . [7] 
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• Define the data source and the ODBC driver to the ODBC driver manager. 
• Use a form on an HTML page to request information from the user 
• Create a script to process the form and access the database. 
Application 
(Call ODBC functions) 
• Driver Manager 
(Loads ODBC driver) 
~ 
ODBCDriv r 
(Procedure ODBC call . 





Chart 2: ODBC Structure 
2.5.4 Structured Query Language (SOL): 
SQL is the ANSI-standard relational databa e lan mage used for managing 
objects, data and security. QL is a nonprocedural Ian ua 1e, in contrast to the 
procedural or third- renoration Ian ua es (3 L uch and that had een 
created up t that time. It will be u sed in thi pr jcct · ' t r trieve dat from thee · ting 
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2.6 SECURITY 
Internet security means keeping unauthorized users from reading, changing and 
deleting information of a database of company's data published on the Internet. This 
also means keeping backers and intruders away from data interception during 
transactions. 
Hypertext Transfer protocol (HTTP), is what allow the World Wide Web t 
communicate. Since HTTP is so flexible and popular, many cornpani ar trying t u · 
HTTP to transfer sensitive data. Examples of this data would be credit card number 
purchase order numbers, or confidential data, uch as personnel record . 
Unfortunately HTTP, is not a secure protocol, therefore it i pron t di erent 
attacks such as data tapping, 1P spoofing and data interception. In ord r to make HTTP 
safe enough for confidential traffic to pass over a network, encrypting and data 
authenticating connections are required. This is handled by using a 
transfer information between the server and client. There are currently two popular 
secure protocols in use. [8] 
One protocol is called SL f r Secure Socket Layer. It i more p pular ince it 
can be used with protocols other than HTTP, which will be discu ed below. The other 
protocol is S-HTTP, for ecure HTTP but its not as widely u d as the ab ve mentioned 
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2.6. l Secure Socket Layer (SSL) 
Secure Sockets Layer is a protocol that sits between HTTP, or another protocol, 
and the TCP/IP stack. It allows secure connections using digital certificates. 1t allov s for 
authentication, encryption, and data integrity. SSL was developed by Netscape 
Communications and is supported by their browsers and ervers. SSL i a p werful 
encryption method. Because it has a publicly available r ference implementation it can 
easily add it to existing software such as Web and FTP ervers. [ l ] 
SSL requires a digital certificate. This is an encrypted piece f data that c ntain 
specific certificate information such as the name of th erver, the ervcr' public kc , 
the expiration date and the name of the Certificate Authority (CA). 
The other part of the digital certificate is the signature. The digital signatur is an 
unforgettable piece of data proving the certificate authority has igned the c rtifioat . 
The certificate authority is a server that is known and trusted by many other server . The 
CA is used to verify the relationship between a server and its public key. 
To obtain a certificate you must generate a public and private k y. TI1e pri ate k ts 
stored and kept secret and the public key is ent t the CA along with proof o th 
server's identity and some other information such as: 
• Common Name. Usually the fully qualified domain name F D the server. 
• - -mail addre 8. 
informati n. 
• r runi2nti n. The name I user'. bu. inc .• o in. tituti 11. 
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• Locality. Where user's business is located. 
• Country. The abbreviated country the business is in. 
The CA then generates a digital signature for the server and sends back a igned 
certificate. This certificate is then published or attached to me sages that the erver 
sends out. Users can then verify the certificate using the digital ignature and the public 
key of the CA who signed the certificate. Once the certificate has been verified th data 
inside the certificate can be trusted. 
f n use, the client will send a connection reque t to the ser er. The crver will 
return a signed digital certificate. The client then authenticate the ertificate u in r the 
ctigital signature and the public key of the CA. 
1f the certificate is not authentic the connection is dropped. If it is authentic then 
the client sends a session key and encrypts the data using the erver' public k y. Thi 
ensures only the server can read it since decrypting requires knowing th erv rs pri ate 
key. This is why the private key must be kept secret. 
Once the server has the session key, it can use thi to encrypt and decrypt data 
with the client. Since the data sent between the client and erver i ncrypted, it cannot 
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2.6.2 Other Security Options 
Other than the method mentioned above, there are a few other security methods 
that are worth mentioning here which can protect the websites from hack rs. They are: 
2.6.2.l Security Through Obscurity 
By making your websites harder to find, it prevents casual u er fr m breaking 
into your website. This is one of the easiest was available. Thi will not prcv nt s me n 
who is trying to break into a site, but it may keep out some people for a long r p ri 
lime. By making it difficult for someone to find your website, it di uade him fr m 
finding your site. 
Security through obscurity is not real security. It is more like camouflage and, like 
camouflage, once your site is seen it is extremely vulnerable. This form of se urity r Ii 
heavily on the fact that it cannot be seen, tbat is the most of the security it provides. In 
other words, once it is found, it leaves the web site op n to intruders t break into. 
Obscurity is a good way to make intruders spend time p king around and hop fully does 
something to set off alarms and alert someone that they are trying to get in. The best 
defence, though, is to use a combination of security mea ures, uch erver ecurity or 
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• Using hard to guess names. 
Most companies use WWW for the Web server machine name. Using something 
different can make it harder to find. Use a name that is not obvious. 
• Hiding your server's name. 
Not listing your server name in the DNS tables for your site, and not u ing it to 
browse the Web, sends e-mail, or post to Usenet can do thi . 
• Using non-standard ports. 
The standard port is 80. Using different port mak sit harder to find. 
2.6.2.2 U§ing Server Security 
Most www servers offer a layer of protection called the acce controls. The 
access controls may be used to allow you to define IP address rang s that can r trie e 
docwnents from a Web server. Most web servers also allow specifying a u rnam and 
password before allowing any documents to be retrieved. 
There are 5 security model to make ure th web erver can be ecur d: 
• All that is not allowed is denied 
This means that user start out denying every nc acce scs and nly allowin ' c rtain 
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• All that is not denied is allowed 
This means that the user aJlows everyone and denies those sites that are known to be 
bad. 
• Restricting certain IP address 
This means restricting certain terminals whereby their fP addresses ar known uch 
as those from a different country. 
• User name and password 
• The most obvious case is when multiple people use the ame machine but on! 
one person should have access to your lntranet. This can happen if ur u er u 
Internet Service Providers (ISP) to gain access when they are out f the ffi .e. 
• Configuring basic authentication 
Using usernames and passwords with an operating system (such a UNIX). 
2.6.2.3 Firewall 
Most companies connecting to the Internet needs a firewall. TI1e Web erver 
software security and other forms of security are not ju t enough b cau there are too 
many other ways to get information. F r example, FTP, telnet and shared file systems. 
Firewalls are a system r group of ystems that enforce a p licy between two 
network . In mo t case tho Internet i one of the netw rk ; h wever, firewall can be 
placed between tw di Iercnt netw k . Firewalls can pr iect a zain t many type o 
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2. 7 Analysis 
Some research over the Internet was conducted. Some reasons on why an ooline 
car store would succeed are given below: 
• Convenience and ease of use of the web site makes it more interesting and fun to 
shop online. 
• Shoppers only buy 5% of the time they visit e-commerce it s: facilitate pr duct 
research, cross shopping, and other non-buying tasks that account f r 9 Vo r 
visits if you want to turn people into loyal users. 
• E-commerce is going global, with many users buying from foreign ite . Thi 
allows a change to the local car dealer to ell their product o erseas and gain 
more customers. 
This result comes from a survey sponsored by the Dani h E-Com.merce 
Association. The survey wa completed by 2,929 Internet user of which l ,780 (61 %) 
bad actually bougbt something on line. [ 16] 
The respondents of this urvey that was conducted n the lntem t howed that 
mo t people felt it ca ier, pica ant and efficient t uy pr duct online. te results are 
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Most Important Reasons People Shop on 
the Web 
Easy to place an order 83% 
Large selection of products 63% 
Cheaper prices 63% 
Fast.er service and delivery 52% 
Detailed and clear information 
40% 
about what is being offered 
No sales pressure 9% 
Easy payment procedures 6% 
Table 1: Most lmportant Reasons Peopl hop on the W b 
Another reason that the buyer wants to access from the Intern t is detail 
information about the product that be is going to buy. The Web Ba ed Car Informati n 
System will provide detailed information about the car that it will be offering. This will 
mostly apply to new cars that wiJl be sold on the Internet. There are m international 
website that offer the specifications of the car, that i ne f the difference that this 
website will offer to the local public. This is substantiated by a quote taken from the 
New York Times: "When we ask cu .tomers what they want, they don't answer 
' iom mun ii feeling' or 'shopping ' p rt inc ~,' th 'Y want more music samples, ease o 
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Of all the Online Car websites that have been research, many hold some good 
and bad points. Some websites are too complicated while others just have little needed 
information about a particular car. Some websites hardly provide sufficient information 
to a potential buyer about a particular car. From a research conducted by the author, the 
proposed website will learn from all the current websites there are on Online Car Shops. 
By doing such the proposed will have to offer the very best to the public both local and 
the globally. 
Some websites offer maintenance tips with a que tion type tandard. Thi i 
where the buyer posts questions to the website. After a few day he will r cci a r pl 
to his question. Websites such as "PriceYourCar" (www.priceyoucar. m.my off r 
maintenance tips while some don't. While other car websites offer feedback po t ich 
as "Autoworld.com.my" but don't offer tips such as the website Car For Sale . The 
proposed will try to incorporate all these features to make it and even m re effe ti 
Web Based Car Information System. 
Most website also show pictures of the car that they offer to the public for 
example "DMMS Home", while some the current website do not project a pictur of the 
car in mention like for instance the website 'Price The Car" doesn't offer full pictures to 
the buyer. The proposed Web Ba ed ar Inform lion yst m will generate a picture of 
the car that are n sale t the public. Thi i ne o the e tur that will di tinguish this 
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proposes to include a few 3 D pictures to give the buyer a feel as though he is sitting in 
the car. 
There is currently one main website which offers the full specifications about 
some of the cars to the public. That is AutoWor]d (www.autoworld.com.my). The 
proposed website will offer full specifications to the user/buyer to allow him to be able 
to make his choice. TI1is feature will benefit the buyer in a lot of ways. Thi ,, ill be don 
because it will offer all the information the buyer will need to make his choice n hi 
type of car that he would prefer. This feature will d finitely be off red in the prop d 
website. 
Certain available websites also offer new car price listing. One particular web ite 
is "Dozo Car". Most of these websites are unfortunately not regu.larly updated. Thi 
due to the many reasons. Some of the reasons are: 
• Currency Exchange Rates 
• Revised T mport Duty 
• Local Market Demand 
The proposed webs ite will contain updated new ar pnce li ting. This will 
benefit the buyer when they brows the prop sed we ite. This i bees u e it will gi e 
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interested in buying used cars will also be able to compare current prices of new cars 
with used cars. This will let them browse through prices of the car without having to 
move around car garages and showrooms. 
The proposed website will also feature different calculators to help the potential 
buyer calculate the cost of buying a car. This feature will help him to decide whether he 
will be able to afford the car that he is planning to buy. The calculators that are being 
planned to be incorporated in this website will be a collective. It will feature all the 
current calculators that are being offered by other web ites. This i anoth r extra f atur 
that this website will offer to the public. Some of the website only have some f the 
proposed calculators. Some of the calculators that will be offered on the prop d 
website are: 
a) Loan Payment Calculator 
b) Road Tax Calculator 
c) Loan Affordability Calculator 
Most of the calcularions methods are derived from the prop ed formula gi en 
by the Jabatan Pengangkutan Jalan Malaysia. [9] Thi ~ rmula is u ed by most o the 
current website that ffer thi particular feature t the public. These are orne of the 
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3.1 Project Description 
"Web Based Car [nformation System" is an online car store prototype for those 
who prefer to shop on.line for their vehicles. lt w111 have aJl the features of an E- 
Commerce site. 
The Modules proposed in the project: 
l. Main 
When the buyer enters the site, he will come to the start up page h win 1 him the 
main menu and containing links. 
2. Browse 
Retains the vehicle in question, vehicle price, and vehicle particular . 
3. Login 
DeaJer login and password to purchase a car. 
4. Register 
New dealer would want to register to the website to obtain a login nam and 
password. 
5. Car Maintenance 
This section provides a section for customers who want to contact the store or 
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6. Search 
Will allow the buyers to search for a particular car according to their 
specifications. 
7. Contact 
Allows customer to contact the store for assistance or any problem that ari es. 
8. Database Administration 
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3.2 System Reguirements 
3.2.1 Functional Requirements 
A functional requirement describes the interaction between the ystem and its 
environment. The functional requirement also helps to describ how the ystem hould 
behave if it is has any stimuli. The important thing i that the question addres ed by U1e 
functional requirements must have the answer that are independent f an 
implementation of a solution to the problem. 
1. Buyer Module 
Buyer Module allows visitors or buyers to browse through the information f 
the cars sold by the Web Based Car Information System. A non-register d 
dealer must register as a member of Web Based Car Information S stem 
before he/she can administer any item on U1e tore. Tills module in lude the 
following functions: 
i) Search for cars by model r make. The buyer can ch e from th 
options provided in the menu. This w111 help the buyer when choosing 
his vehicle. 
ii) A dealer mu t re >i ter a a member r the ~ e site be ore be can mak 
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such as changing password, change personal information inducting 
address or telephone number. 
iii) Only registered dealers can make a purchase. W11en the term making 
a purchase here is used, it means having the buyer contact the dealer 
after selected his/her choice of vehicle. A summary for th customer 
information and the purchase car will be displayed before ubmitting 
the form. 
2. Administration Module 
This module alJows the administrator to manipulate the records in the Web 
Based Car Information System database. The administrator admini trate the 
module in the database (which is Access 2000) and oot at the web. Among 
the task that can be carried out by the administrator are as follows: 
i) View, update, add and delete dealer records. 
ii) View, update, add and delete used car record . 
iii) View, update, add and delete new car record . 
3. Car Module 
This module wiU provide all the inf rmation on U1e cars in the ystern. Il 
c ver the type of the car new r u ed), m dcl, make, year, colour and other 
distinct description about U1c cars. It ·11' includ the search function that 
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3.2.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirement are defined as constraints under which the system 
must operate and the standards, which must be met by the delivered ystem. The Web 
Based Car Information Systems includes the following functional requirement: 
3.2.2.l Reliability 
A system that can run for a long period of time with out failure or crashing is 
a good website. This would be a good definition for a reliable s stem. The 
system should not produce high cost failures when used in a r liable manner, 
that is the normal manner the buyer would use the web ite. 
3.2.2.2 Robustness 
Robustness refers to the quality that causes a ystem to be able to handle, or 
at least avoid disaster in the face of any unexp ct d data. The Web Based Car 
fnformation Systems supports robustness by developing program logic to 
process anticipated errors in the input, uch as t ting for presence of 
alphabetic data that was accidentally keyed into a numeric field. When uch 
err r is detect d, an error me a prompt d r r re- sntry b or any further 
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and the necessary correction(s) to be made, so similar mistakes would not be 
repeated. 
3.2.2.3 User Friendly 
This system can be considered as attractive and an ea y-to-use application 
because the buyer only has to click on the hypertext or image by using the 
mouse. The grouping of the cars will make the visitor or buyer feel mor 
comfortable to browse the store. The use of suitable frames and navigati n 
bars will help the user to use the system with more confidence. 
3.2.2.4 Security 
A secure server protects certain important modules. These modules are 
implemented using SSL or SET technology. For a buyer who wants to 
purchase any cars, they must login with their correct user ID and password 
to prevent unauthorized access into their account. They can change the 
password if they choose to do so. For the administrator, they have to login 
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3.2.2.5 Accuracy 
Accuracy refers to the precision of computation and control the Web Based 
Car Information Systems provides. For instance, it calculates the amount the 
buyer would have to pay for car instalments and alike. If the website is 
inaccurate, it would not be a good website. 
3.2.2.6 Modularity 
Modularity is a key factor in good program design. The working of the 
system is decomposed into modules so that distinct functions of module can 
be isolated from each other. Modularity has the advantage of making testing 
and maintenance much easier. In the Web Based Car Information Systems 
modularity of the program will be applied from the beginning as this will 
lead to easy modification in future. The modular in design approach means 
other shell modules may be easily combined or joined at a later time. 
3.2.2.7 lmplementation 
The Web ased ar Information ystem can be implemented under any 
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3.2.2.8 Response Time 
Tue response time to retrieve the information such as the car information can 
be considered within a reasonable interval time. It means that all desirable 
information should be available to user at any point in time. The requirement 
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3.3 Hardware and Software Requirements 
3.3.1 Server Hardware Requirements: 
1. A server with Pentium II 233iv1hz processor (recommended) 
2. At least a 64 Megabit RAM 
3. A l .5GB Storage Space 
4. A Network Interface Card (NIC) for retrieving and broadband of lOMBp r 
more 
5. Other standard computer peripherals 
3.3.2 Server Software Requirements: 
To host the system, the server computer needs to have vanous supporting 
software installed. 
• Network operating system-Windows 98 
• Web Server Service- Personal Web Server 4.0 
• Server Scripting Engine- Active Server Pages 
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3.3.3 Client Hardware Requirements: 
The client hardware requirements are minimal as long it has a reasonable amount 
of memory and a dial up connection line. The recommended configurations are: 
• 16 MB RAM (minimum) 
• Network connection through existing network configuration or modem 
(recommended at least 14.4 kbps) 
3.3.4 Cli.ent Software Requirement: 
The client software requirements fall on the browser used by users. It require a 
system that can run Microsoft Internet 4.0 above or Netscape Communicator ( upp rts 
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3.4 Tools Used 
3.4.1 Operating System 
Windows 98 
Windows 98 is the most complete platform available for building and hosting 
Web-based applications, and the easiest server operating system available. It flexibl 
and compatible that can reduce hardware and software costs. It is also reliable and easy 
to manage. 
The reason Windows 98 is used as operating server in this project is: 
• Backward compatibility with Windows 3.X and DOS 
• User friendly environment and easy to use 
• High-performance, reliable, secure, and easy-to-manage server for sharing 
information and running applications in the most demanding businesses. 
• Backed up by the world most largest software industry, Micro oft. 
• Portability 
• Scalability 
• Multitasking environment 
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3.4.2 Web Server 
Persona} Web Server (PWS) 
Microsoft Personal Web Server 4.0, with its built-in is the easiest way to publish 
information and bring business applications to the net especially for those who want to 
sell online. 
The reason PWS is used is because: 
• PWS can enlist integrated Web services to easily extend these strengths of an 
intranet 
• Innovative Web publishing features, customisable tools, and new wizard 
technologies unique to PWS 4.0, make Windows 98 with PWS the easiest way to 
publish information and share it securely over the Internet. 
• Powerful management tools in PWS 4.0 will help to easi1y maintain Web sites, 
manage content, and analyse usage patterns to improve site as it evolves. 
• Customisable management tools, flexible administration options and analysis 
tools. 
• Integrates easily witb ASP to host ASP application 
• Easy administration features the Personal Web Manager to help you administer 
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3.4.3 Web Development Tool 
Front Page 2000 
Using Microsoft FrontPage 2000 is an easy way to create and administer 
professional-quality websites. FrontPage 2000 is capable of creating complex 
interactive and creative website with just a simple mouse click. 
FrontPage 2000 website creation and management tool gives the u ers control f 
their website. They can position elements exactly where they want them on the page 
give their website a professional and consistent look across all of its pages, import and 
edit HTML just as they like, and use the latest in Web technology, all without HTML 
programming. (10] 
The reason FrontPage 2000 is used in. this project is: 
• Can set up and maintain their site as a whole, easily monitor the condition of the 
web site and make updates regularly 
• Easy database integration with the web project 
• Supports the latest Web technology such as ASP, ActiveX, HotBot and many 
more for form processing and form interaction. 
• Easy to insert java Applet and Macromedia applications to an existing web page 
• FrontPage provides a range of scripting feature that are compatible with 
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• There is also The Navigation View lets user create and manage the navigational 
structure of Web site within seconds 
• FrontPage 2000 will update the Navigation Bars automatically, saving users time 
and keeping the current links 
• Give the user a choice to edit the HTML coding in differ nt frames. For user 
who are experienced in HTML coding, this as an added advantage of the 
software where the user need not to modify the pages individually but in 
different frames where it shows more pages 
3.4.4 Database 
Microsoft Access 2000 
Microsoft Access 2000 is a relational database that was developed by Micro oft. 
It has currently 10 million users worldwide. The Access package is one of the best- 
selling relational database packages for Windows on the market. Microsoft Access _ooo 
provides relational database power to give the information u ers ne d to make better 
" decisions. Together with the ODBC driver for Access, both can retrieve data from 
database in client server based system. [1] 
The reason Access 2000 is t d because: 
• It integrates data from spread heats and other databa c , and i the asy way to 
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• Access 2000 allows generating, analysing and creating reports fast. It integrates 
ease of use from the data entry point to printing in IITML. 
• This relational database tool can be integrated easily Microsoft FrontPage 2000 
• Many simple and user-friendly features in building tables, queries, forms and 
reports that can be customized to suit project needs. 
• It is very compatible the server side script that i going to be used that i Active 
Server Pages (ASP), which will be described below. 
• Provide concurrent help by assisting users in answering their question 
• Easy to learn wizard provided 
3.4.5 Scripts 
3.4.5.1 Server Side Scrint 
Active Server Pages (ASP) 
Active Server Pages is a programming envir nment that provides the ability to 
combine HTML, scripting, and components to create powerful Internet applications that 
run on the server. If the user creates websites that combine HTML, scripting, and ome 
reusable component , th y can u e A P to zlue U1c c items t geth r. User can create an 
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encapsulate it for business logic into reusable components. These components can be 
called from script or other components. 
(http ://msdn. microsoft. com/workshop/server/ asp/ ASPover. asp?) 
The reason ASP is used as server side script: 
• ASP combines HTML with script in the same file for better application flow. 
• Because the scripts are processed on the server, user d e not have to w rry 
about the browser's script capabilities. 
• ASP support VBScript and JavaScript. 
• ASP provides easy access to databases via ADO (Active Data Object) that i the 
new database object model. 
• Creating an ASP requires only standard knowledge of HTML, that i a per on 
who knows HTML will find ASP easy to learn 
• ASP development is compile free (does not require a compiler) 
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3.4.5.2 Client Side Script 
3.4.5.2.1 VB Script 
Visual Basic Script (VBScript) scripting language enable us to embed 
commands into an HTivlL document and it has been designed to mak it easier to 
develop client-side Web applications that run on the Web browser. When an Internet 
Explorer 3 user downloads the page, the VB Script commands are loaded b the W ·b 
browser along with the rest of the document and are nm in response to any fa eries of 
events. Again, like JavaScript, VB Script is an interpreted language; Intern t E. plor ·r 
interprets the VB Script commands when they are loaded and nm. They do not ne d t 
be compiled into executable form by the Web author who uses them. 
The reason VBScript as client side scripting is because: 
• VBScript is powerful and VBScript can be used to develop richl int racri 
Web pages that respond to user input in an intelligent manner. In the case of a 
server-side application, VBScript can be used to proces data submitted b u er 
with the aid of ActiveX control specially d signed for Micro oft Active erver 
Pages. 
• VB cript is lightweight V cript code 1' li zhtw i •ht, fa st, nd has been 
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• VBScript is easy to use compared to scripting languages such as JavaScript. 
VBScript is easier to use because it is based on the easy-to-learn BASIC 
(Beginner's All Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) language. 
• VBScript is cross platform that is it will function on a UN1X machine as wen a 
Macintosh computers in addition to Windows 95 and Windows NT computers. 
• VBScript is compatible with the client side script that is going to be used in thi 
project, ASP. 
3.4.6 Other Web Development Software Tools 
The other related software that will be used in the project is as follows: 
• Notepad for modifying HTML and ASP Codes 
• Internet Explorer 5.0 as the browser to view the web page 
• Paint Shop Pro 5.0 and Adobe PhotoShop 5.5 to create attractive image for the 
website 
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3.5 Justification 
For this project, the proposed model is the Waterfall Model. A comparison of 
some of the model was conducted. Of the model that this comparison was done was the 
SDLC Method, Spiral Methodology, the RAD (Rapid Application De elopment) 
Methodology, Prototype Model and a new type of model the WaterS1uice Model. 
A methodology is a description of the process required for the development f a 
system. Methodologies vary in many aspects. They can be very broad, identifying the 
major steps involved from the conception of the system to the final u e of that stem, or 
they can be narrower. Methodologies also vary greatly in their depth. Th amount 
detail they provide when describing the design process varies considerably. 
3.5.1 Waterfa11 Model 
This methodology is presented in Pressmau (6) and many other oftware 
engineering textbooks. As shown in the figure below this model i chos n because it 
shows all the comprehensive steps on what happen during the de elopm nt of the 
project and helps the developer to know the sequence of the event that they should be 
expecting. 
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• It makes sure that the developer is building the right system according to the 
specifications. This also enables the developer to conduct verification checks for 
the quality of the implementation 
• It is easy to associate and identify each milestone 
• This method is suitable to be used when there are uncertainties in the earlier 
stages of the project 
• Prototyping enables the early involvement of the developer and this mak s the 
development more accurate 
• With this model, the development of the system can be backtracked if there i · 







testing and unit 
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3.5.2 System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) Method 
111e reasons for not using the SDLC method in planning the project are explained 
below: 
• Involves very structured system development 
Enables the system to be visualized as an integrated group of el ments. For a web- 
based project like the "Web Based Car Information System" this feature is not really 
very relevant because the view of the system may change during th de elopment 
process. By having to change the system always, it would take a lot f time. 
• Each phase produces one or more deliverable elements 
Each phase of the SDLC will produce reports such as preliminary reports and final 
reports and forms, If this method is used for the web based applicati n ach r p rt 
would be similar at almost every stage. This would prove to be usel ss and en 
repeating itself. 
• Involves several phases 
SDLC is divided into five pha es that are arbitrary actually. lt will b difficult to 
divide the Web Based Car lnforrnati n y tern into all these pha e s bec use they may 
verlap in many area like the devcl pmcnt pha e may tart during analy is phase or 
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3.5.3 Spiral Methodolof!Y 
This methodology, developed by Boehm [2], and also presented in Pressman ' 
presents the process in a business context. This is where managers make decisions about 
the feasibility of a project, the resources allocated to it and the risks associated with 
development. How this methodology works is at each cycle of the spiral, a fr h 
decision is made as to the purpose and value in doing another cycle. The four teps in 
the spiral methodology are: planning risk analysi engine ring and cu t mer 
evaluation. 
The spiral methodology is an incremental improvement on U1e waterfall 
methodology. It allows for feedback to each team There are stages wher mi take in th 
requirements can be corrected. The end user gets a peek at the results and can feedback 
information. The implementation team can feedback performance and iability 
information back to the requirement team and the design team. The product can tra k 
technology better. As new improvements are made, th design team can incorporate 
them into the architecture. [15) 
Even though it might seem to be a good type of methodolog to implement, it 
does have some very big downfa11s, especially f r building a website hich has to be 
independent of frequ nt feedback impr vments. he piral methcdol gy has no 
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grow unbounded. There are no constraints on the requirement team to "get things right 
the first time". 
Th.is happens to be the main reason why this methodology wasn't chosen. For a 
website it is very important that when a website is publiched, it ha to be good this first 
time around. This leads to the sloppy thinking from the requirement team giving the 
implementation team many tasks that eventually get thrown out. The architecture team i 
never given a complete picture of the product and hence will not be able to complete an 
efficient global architecture. There are no firm deadlines in thi d methodology t . 
Cycles continue with no clear termination condition. 11.1e implementation team may be 
chasing a continuously changing architecture and dynamic product requirem nt . [ 1 ] 
3.5.4 Rapid Application Qevelopment (RAD) 
The RAD methodology is a very flexible methodology. It in orporat 
prototyping and user feedback, as it's main mechanisms. It i usually chosen in cases 
where a large user community will have significant input to the system, the requirements 
of the new system are unclear, r there is a high degree of pos ibility that the 
requirements and feature set will chan ze a' th pr ject proc ed . 
1 he explanation f the RAD M ith d I gy tart· o with a system being 
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steps may be repeated until enough information is known to create a prototype. The 
prototypes are mock-ups at this stage, and may be completely thrown out if necessary. 
Code is not deliverable quality. TI1e prototypes will usually change significantly after 
user feedback. TIUs shows that user feedback is essential to a good system. 
The Object Creation and User Review steps can be repeated multiple times until 
the system is correct and accepted by the user community. Objects might include data 
entry forms, high profile management reports, engineer reports, etc. ptionally if the 
User Review step results in fundamental changes in the direction f the ystern, the 
Brainstorm, Requirements, and Analysis steps can be repeated. Once all of the ab 
steps are completed to the acceptance of the user community, the ystern c de 
finalized in preparation for final delivery. 
3.5.4.1 Advantages Of The RAD Methodology: 
l. Flexible and adaptable to changes. 
2. A Prototyping application gives users a tangible de cription from which to judge 
whether critical system requirements are being met by the system. 
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4. RAD involves user participation thereby increasing chances of early user 
community acceptance. 
5. RAD realizes an overall reduction in project risk. 
3.4.5.2 Disadvantages Of RAD Methodology 
I. Unknown cost of product. As mentioned above, this problem can be alleviated 
by the customer agreeing to a limited amount of rework in the RAD pr ccs . 
2. ft may be difficult for many important users to commit the time r quired for 
success of the RAD process. 
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3.6 System Planning 
3.6.1 User Interface Design 
The goal of user interface design is to provide the best way for users to interact 
with computers, in as user-friendly as possible while still having the distinguished look. 
This is known as the Human-Computer Interaction (HCl). Improving interaction 
between people and computer is one of the most important activities in y t rn design. 
People no longer want to know how it's done, but more how good and impre it 
looks like. 
There are two mam aspects of the interface design. First i to choose the 
transaction in the business process to be supported by the interface. This will defin th 
broad interface requirement in terms of what information to be entered and output 
through the interface during transaction. The second one is the design of the actual 
screen presentation including its layout and in fact the sequence of screens that may b 
needed to process the transaction. [ 17] 
3.6. l. l Web Based C»r Information Syst~ms Screyn desien 
Since the Web Ba d ar lnformati n y tern i a web-based application, its 
'Creon d sign is presented in the form of web pages. To generate a better user friendly 
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standard layout so that the various types of information and messages always appear in 
the same general display area. This would include main buttons like the "Home", 
"Search", "Dealer", "Tips", and others alike. 
These are divided into 2 parts, a navigation bar and working area. Navigation 
bar is simply an index that guides their way to pages they are interested direct! , quick 
and easily. The navigation bar is usually situated around the edges of the screen. This i 
to keep the screen as clean as possible. 
The working area is the area where user input and displaying re ults take place. 
The working area must remain in a space that is long and big enough to di pla 
information and messages. This is usually in the middle of the screen. he Web Based 
Car Information Systems doesn't use frames to divide the pages becau e it compli at 
the ASP coding. 
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3.6.2 Architectural DesiIDJ 
The sub-system making up the relationship is identified and documented. The 
Web-Based Car Information System is designed to use the traditional client/server 
architecture and extends it to the web. To show this an N-Tier Architectural System i 














Figure 2: System Architecture 
tructure 
This is the architectural . tr11 ture chart, which sh w the level in the whole 
'Y tern. It w rk by the highe '1 level incorporating the l wcr le els. The chart al 0 
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at the top can call the module at the bottom. The usage of structure chart is to describe 
the interaction between independent sub-systems. Lines between the rectangular boxes 
represent the connection between f!lOdules. Lines between the rectangular boxes 
represent the connection between modules. The main structure chart is as follows: 
Web-Based Car 
[nformation Systems 
i 1 r 1r 
Car Module Dealer Module Admini trati n 
Module 
Car Module 
, It' •It' l 
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Dealer/Buyer Module 
Browse Search Personal Registration 
En brine Info. 
Type Type Edit Registration 








Chart 6: Customer Module 
Administration 
Module 
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3.6.2.2 Data Flow Diagram 
Data Flow Diagram graphically characterizes data process and flows in system. 
It provides further understanding of the interrelatedness of systems and subsystem . 
Basically, Data Flow Diagram describes in brief system's inputs processes and outputs. 
The diagram shows the planned context data flow diagram for the 'Web-Ba ed 
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3.6.3 Database Design 
A database is defined as a collection of data stored in a particular format and 
reached through a computer. The Web-Based Car Information System uses the relational 
database model in its database implementation. This is because it enables data to be 
stored in a way that minimize duplicated data and eliminates certain type of processing 
error that can occur when data are store in other ways. 
Under this model, data are stored in table and rows. Columns can be u d to 
contain data that relate one row to another row and create desirable relationship betwe n 
the tables. With all these features, relational model provides an effective way to structure 
and process a database. 
In this pbase, all the data elements are described appropriately, entity relationship 
diagrams are created and normalized data store are designed. The database is develop d 
using Microsoft Access 2000. 
3.6.3.1 Table Design 
The database consists of tables and the structure of the tables i a below] l 8]. 
3.6.3.1.1 Dealer 
The dealer' pers nal particular are lored in this table when the e· ler enter, 
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The primary key is the DLoginlD. 
Field Name Data Type Description ' I I 
DloginID Text Dealer's login JD I 
DfirstName Text Dealer's first name I 
DlastName Text Dealer's last name I 
I 
DIC No Text Dealer's IC number I 
DAddressl Text Dealer's address 
DAddress2 Text DeaJer' s additional addres 
DAddress3 Text Dealer's additional address I 
Deity Text City where the dealer lives in 
Dstate Text State where the dealer lives in 
I 
Dpostcode Text Post code where the dealer lives in 
DOffice tel Text Office telephone number I I 
DHome tel Text Home telephone number 
DE~mail Text Customer's e-mail address 
Dpassword Text Password to login ! 
Table 2: Dealer Table 
3.6.3.l.2 Used Car 
This table will how the used car pecificati n for the cu t mer t view. The 
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Field Name Data Type Description 
CcarID Text Car Numberplate 
Ctype Text Indicates whether the car is new or used 
Cm ode! Text The model of the car 
Cmake Text The make of the car 
Cy ear Number The year the car was manufactured 
Ceo lour Text The colour of the car 
Ccapacity Number Capacity of the car 
CMileage Number Mileage of the car 
Cfuel Text Petrol or Diesel 
CCondition Text Condition of the car 
CPrice Currency Price of the car 
Ccarpic Text Picture of the car 
Table 3: Used Car Table 
3.6.3.1.3 New Car 
This table holds the particulars for the new cars. This table differs slightly from 
the used car table. The primary key is NCarID. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
NCarID 
- ar Numberplate Text 
NC Model Text The m dcl of the car 
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NC Capacity Number Capacity of the car 
NCPrice Currency Price of the car 
NCPic Text Picture of the car 
Table 4: New Car Table 
3.6.3.2 Form Desii!Jl 
Because the administrator communicates with the database back to back directly, 
instead on the web, forms are designed for inputting data and for viewin r the data n- 
screen. 
Forms play a very important role as a tool of capturing or retaining data in any 
information system. Forms are designed in the system development because it can be 
used for the basic of data entry screen design. The elements that ar added to a form ar 
called 'controls'. Controls can be graphics, text labels, pictur s, and other tati 
elements that do not change as it moves from record to record; a w \l a 'te: t box 
that do change when you move from record to record. Controls an also b u d to 
display or enter data, or perform and display calculations. [19) 
In the Web-Based Car Information System, some form were designed in the 
database for the use of the system administration. Am ng the function of the form 
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4.1 Implementation And Testing 
System implementation and testing is the next phase after system design and 
analysis. System implementation is the process where the requirements and the design 
that has been proposed were converted into program codes. System testing LS performed 
to ensure that the programs are executed correctly according to the requirement . 
4.2 System Implementation 
This is the process of creating the system needed to satisfy an information · t m 
requirement. System implementation consist of the following 5 step : 
Review the program 
docwnentation • Design of the program 
.. 
Code the program 
• Test the program 
.. 
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4.2.1 Review The Product Documentation 
Reviewing the product documentation that was proposed during the previous 
phases. The program documentation catalogue system consists of simple process check, 
report layout, data dictionary entries and the source document. This document has the 
author understanding his work better so that what was needed to be covered during this 
coding phase is done. [ 19] 
4.2.2 Design The Program 
After the program docwnentation review, the second level f pr gram design 
needs to be completed during the system development. For thi ec nd le el f pro rram 
design, exactly what the program can accomplish is decided. This i f what 
the system must be able to do by developing a logical solution to the programming 
problem. The logical solution or logic for a program is a tep-by- tep lut:ion to a 
programming problem. [19] 
4.2.3 Code The Program 
Coding the program that is to be developed i a proces of writing the program 
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to machine-readable format. This is done through program coding. If the design is 
performed in detailed manner, coding can be accomplished mechanically. [ 61 
4.2.4 Test The Program 
During the testing program level, the program is tested to ensure it functions are 
running correctly before the program processes actual data and produce info on \: hich 
user will be relying on. 
4.2.5 Documentation Of The Program 
Completing the program is essential for the ucc s ful per ti n and 
maintenance of the information system. This documentation in lude the ~ tern u r 
manual that may be needed by most of the customer as well as the stem admini trator. 
This is to help the user use the Web Base Car Information S tern corr ct\ an 
efficiently. 
4.2.6 Program odine 
During this phase, the programs are written and user interfaces are 
devel pcd and atabasc i initiali ed with data. he de ign mu t b translated 
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design is performed in a detailed manner, coding can be accomplished 
mechanistically. During coding, the components built during the development 
phase are put into operational use. The system is built according to the original 
design, which was done. 
4.2.6. l Coding Approach 
A program technique called top-down, stepwise refinement; an appr ach that i 
essential to the development of well- tructured program i used here. Thi appr ach 
enables the program to determine the top down, stepwise refinement proce wh u the 
pseudocode algorithm is specified. This approach wa adapted due t the dependenc f 
the function to login in each module. [ 17] 
4.2.6.2 Coding Style 
The coding style is an important attribute of source code and it determine the 
intelligibility of a program. An easy to read ource code mak s the tern easier to 
maintain and enhance. The element f c cling tyle includes internal (source code level) 
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4.2.6.3 Code Documentation 
The Code documentation begins with the selection of identifier (variable and 
variable) names continues with the composition of connectivity and ends with the 
organization of the program. The use blank line or indentation so that the comment can 
be readily distinguished from code. 
Since FindCar.com is a web Application, so languages that used includes HTML 
and VBScript. 1n this system, the scripts that are written are mostly to perf rm validati n 
and calculation on the input text. For the client side cripting th y must b delimit d by 
the <SCRJPT> .... </SCRIPTS> tags. The easiest way to add a cript to an ti c 
Server Page (ASP) is by using the script delimited <% and o/c . Any encl ed s riptin r 
within these delimiters will be processed as a script. 
Preparation of a HTML and ASP document involves an endle s cycle of testing 
and modifying the ASP source codes. This includes loading the file in the brow r for 
viewing, validating the input and then going back to make further change wh r 
necessary. Microsoft FrontPage is used to develop the e documents. Thi tool enabl 
easy performance of the many complex programming and databa e tasks which are 
required in the creation of a website, a well a the incorporation of HTML formatting, 
layouts and graphics. The images used in this application were created using JASC Paint 
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4.2.6.3. l Internal Documentation 
Internal comment provides a clear guide during the maintenance phase of the 
system. Comments provide the development with means of communicating with readers 
of the source code. It even helps the developer of the program to know his own code. 
The statement of purpose indicating the function of the module and a descriptive 
comment that is embedded within the body of the source code is needed to de cribe 
processing function. 
4.2.6.3.2 Naming Convention 
Naming convention provides easy identification for the programmer. The naming 
convention is created with cod.ing consistency and standardization in mind 
4.2.6.3.3 Modularity 
In order to reduce complexity, change arc facilitated so that results are easier 
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4.2.7 Database Connection 
The ADO (ActiveX Data Object) connection is used in this as a means of 
database connection. ADO provides the means by which program code accesses the 
database. ADO connects to a database through an OLE DB provider. OLE DB is 
Microsoft new lower-level database interface that provides access to many different 
kinds of data. The OLE DB provider exposes these data to AD , which in tum allow· 
connection to data using Data Control or Object interface. [20] 
All communications with a database takes place thr ugh an open c nnecti n. 
Before any information can be inserted into or retrie d from a databa , a conne tion 
with the database must be opened. Using the data source to connect t the Mier oft 
Access does this. 
Shown below are some of the steps tat ought to be followed to open databa 
connection. 
a) Create an instance of the database connection to open a connection with the 
database 
b) Call the open method of the connection object to actually open the database 
An example is hown below. 
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strconnect. Open "customers" 
set rstClientinfo=Server.CreateObject (" ADODB.recordset") 
sql = "SELECT * from Dealer where DLoginlD='" & session("DLoginID") 
&""' 
rstClientf nfo.Open sql.strconnect 
4.2.8 Server Side Scripting 
As mention in previous chapter, ASP i a server ide script that is embedded in 
the HTML coding. ASP codes are located within the delimiter <% ... °A in the TML 
script are invisible to the client and are executed in the erver, hence named ser er ide 
script. Hence ASP is suitable to employed in the Web Based Car Information . t m 
and produce consistent result regardless of the browser used. Some of the ASP object 
used in the development of this project are: 
4.2.8. l Request Object 
Wheo user connects to a Web server and request a document that is an ASP 
application, certain information ab ut that transaction i available to the ASP application 
through this jcct, Almost all the int ruction that takes place etween the web browser 
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4.2.8.2 Response Object 
This object is used to create dynamic pages such as creating static pages that are 
returned to a client browser when a specific URL is requested. It also can add and alter 
HTTP headers, dynamically build page bodies, and automatically redirect clients to 
alternative pages. 
4.2.8.3 Session Object 
As the user moves from one section of the application to another, the browser 
' 
needs to keep track of certain user- peci:fic information. Thi task is enabled thr u zh 
session object, which can store object and information for the life of an individual visit 
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4.3 Testini:: 
Software testing is a critical element of software quality assurance and represents 
the ultimate review of specification, design and coding. It is often referred as verification 
and validation. Rules that can be serving well as testing objective are: 
• Testing is a process of executing a program with the intent of finding an error 
• A good test case is one that has a high probability of finding an undiscovered 
error. 
• A successful test is one that uncovers and as yet undiscovered error. 
Jn Figure 4, the arrow from the top boxes indicate the normal equence oft ting. 
The arrows returning to the previous box indicates that previous te ting stage ma ha e 
to be repeated because of some problems. The stages in the testing proce are: 
I 
Unit testing 
.~ I ,., 
Integrating 
Testing 
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The system has undergone 3 stages of testing. They are unit testing, integration 
testing and system testing. 
4.3.l Unit Testing 
Unit testing focuses on the verification effort on the smallest unit of software 
design in the module. This process enables the tester to detect error in coding and 
logical mistake. For this system, unit testing was done during the coding phase and it 
was eventuaJly a time consuming one. Important control path are te ted to un er err r 
within the boundary of the module. Testing involving interaction between m dules i 
initially avoided. 
The first step is to examine the program code by reading through it, trying t pot 
the algorithm, data and syntax fault. This is followed by comparing the cod v "th 
specifications the design to make sure that all relevant cases have been considered. 
Finally, test cases are developed to show that the input is properl con ert d to th 
desired output. [20] 
4.3.2 Integrating Testing 
Integration testing is a systematic approach for constructing the program 
tructure while at the arnc time c nducting test uncover error ss crated with 
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meets the objective, these components are combined into a working system. Testing the 
interface of 2 components explores how components interact with each other. 
Incremental testing was applied during the development of the system. The 
system was constructed and tested in small arguments, where errors were easier to 
isolate and correct. Error will be corrected before processing to the next integration. [20] 
4.3.3 System Testing 
System testing is performed is the final phase of testing whereby it is perform l 
after completion of coding for each module. This process ensur s that all unit in th 
module will function accordingly when integrated and have fully satisfied its functional 
requirements. System testing is designed to reveal bugs that cannot be attributed to 
individual components or to the interaction among component or to the interacti n 
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4.4 Analysis Of The T estin2 
From the testing process that has been carried out, the following test result can be 
summarized: 
4.4. l Achieve The Main Objective Of The Project 
Generally, the mam objective of the project as described earlier ha been 
achieved. The system could handle and maintain the cu tomer and product databas . 
This is an important and major activity in the business organization. For the 
management, the various types of reports have been generated. Beside', it pr vid ' 
safeguard to prevent unauthorized users to access or modify the ystem the databa e. 
4.4.2 Enhancement On The User Interfaces 
The user interface for the system should be more attractive and user friendly in 
order to attract the user to use the system. As some of the user may not be computer 
literate, so it is important to provide the u er interface as a y to us as possible. The 
customers may be reluctant to use the system that is not user-fri ndly. Therefore, using 
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4.4.3 Enhancement On The Product Information Module 
Since this is a Web Based Car Information System, the product information must 
be clear. This includes the picture and description of the product and also its 
functionality. This information may not only provide the ov rail clear picture for the 
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5. l System Evaluation 
Evaluation was implemented more than simply comparing obtained data with 
expected information. It was related to user environment, attitudes, information priorities 
and several other concerns that are to be considered carefully before effectiveness can be 
concluded. At all phases of the system approaches, evaluation is a process that occurs 
continuously, drawing on a variety of sources and information. 
The role of this phase in the development of thi software was to determine: 
• The extent to which the expected outcome have to be realized 
• The perspective value of the process where extraneous factor v er tak n t 
consideration. 
5.1.1 Evaluation Technique 
This section explains what techniques were used to conduct the evaluation at 
varying levels throughout lesson design and development. These techniques are: 
5.1.1.l One To One Evaluation 
It was conducted extensively during the initial information design and 
development. The procedures were informal and were mainly used to identify potential 
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5.1. l.2 Small Group Evaluation 
It was implemented when Online Sports Store was nearly completed. The 
reasons was to determine 
• Information effectiveness 
• Acceptability of the information 
• The appropriateness of the materials and strategie employed 
• The extent to which the organization complied with the con t:raint id ntified 
during need assessment 
5.1.l.3 Field Test Evaluation 
This evaluation was carried out when the information y t m wa believed t be 
of the final draft quality. If problems were identified, additional changes may be mad . 
However, the informal evaluations conducted at this point hould n ure that the 
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5.2 Svstem Strength 
There are some strengths in the system that was developed. They would include 
some of the points given below: 
5.2. l User Friendly 
In overall, the Web Based Car Information Sy tern could be evaluated as a 
simple to use application. Unlike command-based environment, such a M D 
FindCar.com provides simple indirect, user friendly and graphical based int rface for 
user to deal with it. 1n the environment FindCar .com, the u er are r quir d nl 
minimwn amount of typing and inputs when having any interaction with the y tern. 
Besides, sufficient instruction and guidance are provided to guide and as ist user. F r 
example, error messages will be displayed to guide user whenever invalid user input are 
encountered by the system. 
5.2.2 Transparency 
The system is transparent to the user, as they do not need to know where the 
database re ides, how the system is structured, etc. For xarnple, users do not need to 
know how retrieve and in ert record int the databa e. AJI they need to do is submit data 
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5.2.3 Error Messaging 
In FindCar.com, the error messages are immediately displayed just a short while 
the button is clicked. Message box or error pages will be displayed for them to allow 
users to identify their errors effectively. 
5.2.4 Easy Ac<;essibility 
This system is a Web-based appLication and can be acce ed ea ily using the 
Web Browser. Any web browser such as Internet Explorer 4.0 could be downloaded fr e 
from the Microsoft's website. Any user can use the search capabilitie without having t 
log on as a user; only dealers are required to log on. 
5.2.5 Custom Password System 
Creating a custom-authentication system prevents unauthorized users from 
viewing the pages that they don't have permission to access. In thi case, it would be the 
dealer that is allowed to view the database and not any normal user. A dealer can only 
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5.2.6 Searching Capabilities 
FindCar.com provides searching capabilities that allow users to search for a 
particular car with specified criteria 
5.2.7 Able To Provide Database Maintenance 
Agents are able to do housekeeping for the databa e maintenance. The can add, 
delete, update and even view any record. 
5.2.8 Mailing Services 
Fi.ndCar.com is furnished with mailing facilities to help the user. Just in case the 
user has a problem with the system or wants to know about a particular car they can e- 
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5.3 System Weaknesses 
There are some limitation in the FindCar.com system due to time constraints, 
facilities, constraints and limitation of the program language itself, including: 
5.3. l Lack Of Security Features 
Security features are not included the dealer login registration due to time and 
facility constraint. Therefore, there is no protocol or Internet security inv lved uch a 
SSL (Secure Socket Layer) or SET employed. 
5.3.2 Database ls Not Encrypted 
Data stored in FindCar.com database is not secured enough because it is tored in 
plain text format rather than in encryption format. 
5.3.3 Browser Limitations 
FindCar.com can only run in Internet Explorer 4.0and above. The user using 
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5.4 Future Enhancements 
Some of the future enhancement that should be considered to be included in this 
project in the future is: 
5.4. l Security Enforced 
Enforce security feature in the dealer module by enforcing S T or S L 
technology to verify the information given by the dealer. By employing thi technol gy, 
dealer identification can be recognized. Hence, reduce the possibility of fraud. Be id , 
dealer information and authorization can be guaranteed safe and will not be int r epted 
by other unauthorized party since encryption technique is provided by the SSL or SET 
technology. 
5.4.2 Customer Information 
Customer information should be included in the database. This is to keep track of 
the customer's status regarding the car of hi /her choice. This includes the customer s 
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5.4.3 Report Printout Capability 
For future enhancement, FindCar.com needs to provide printing facility without 
relying in the browser's print out function. 1t should print out the car information and 
other reports and documentation. With its own printing facility, the layout of the printout 
documents will have better control and quantity. 
5.4.4 Software Upgrade 
Database development tool used is Microsoft Access 2000. In future, thi 
software must be replaced by higher performance and more table database platf rm 
such as Microsoft SQL Server. 
5.4.5 Language Support 
FindCar.com should include other language support. This will enable 
information to be displayed in the different languages like Bahasa Melayu, Japanese and 
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5.4.6 Error Detection Features 
The system will actually give a more comprehensive error detection features to 
ensure that only valid input is being passed to the server and this will be done through 
client-side scripting. This is important to ensure that the system is robust and easy to 
maintain and also maintaining the reliability of the system. 
5.4.7 Attractive Homepage 
FindCar.com will be better published if its homepage is enhanced to be more 
attractive and interactive by adding more meaningful and user-friendly image , 3D 
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5.5 Problems Encountered And Solution 
Throughout the development of FindCar.com, a few problems were encountered. 
However, most of them were resolved eventually. Some of the problem encountered 
was: 
5.5.1 Problems In Tooling And Solution 
Since Web based programming only started and was popular late 1990' , the 
exposure of knowledge in web based programming language is limit d. Therefore it was 
difficult for it was difficult for author to select the most appropriate programming 
language and tools for the development. 
To gain more insight of web-based programrrung and identify the mo t 
appropriate approach to develop FindCar.com, in depth studies and research on the web 
based programming language was carried out in earlier stage of development. The 
studies and research activities including Internet surfing, reading topic related magazine 
and reference books. 
5.5.2 Lack Of Knowledge In The Language. 
Due t tune con traint, learning and developing process was done in parallel. 
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solution to solve problem that were occurred during development of FindCar.com. This 
happens to cases related to concept of programming language that are new to the author, 
such as session, response object that are new to the author. 
5.5.3 Slow Response Time 
Some of the modules in FindCar.com such as the search module needed to be 
able to response in minimum amount of time. lf all the information uch a Ii t of a 
certain type of a car is stored in the database, the response time will be very slow and 
thus unfavourable. 
5.5.4 Difficulty In Choosing An Appropriate Operating System For The Project. 
There were some difficulties in choosing the appropriate Operating System to 
host and to develop the system. Options that the author had for developing the yst m 
included Windows 95, Windows NT, Linux and Unix. Because of limited facilities to 
the Linux and Unix system in the faculty, therefore this system was not implemented in 
this project. Therefore Window 98 was u ed for it is the most stable and robust 
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5.5.5 Determining The Scope Of The System 
It is impossible to build a full-scale complete system within the time given 
frame. FindCar.com included both Used and new cars. This increased the cars database. 
Inexperience with the current computerization of searching for cars was another 
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6.1 Conclusion 
The Web Based Car Information Systems is a start to computerize the 
transaction/operations in the bus:iness organization towards the effort of paperless 
concept. The aim of the project is to develop and Online Car Search Systems. 
FindCar.com is not only an information system useful for both the customer and th 
dealer, but it also includes an administration module. While developing the wh le 
system is not very easy task because various objective has been targeted, but it can till 
be considered as a contemporary effort to achieve the goal. verall this pr ject ha· 
achieved and fulfilled the objective and requirement as determined during the anal 
phase. 
In the process of developing the system, invaluable insight was gain into 
complexities and intricacies of programming. The application of software engineering 
principles throughout the development has served to further enhance the required skill 
for developing a good system. Most of the software has captured the attention of man 
software developers. Lt provides very powerful features enabling anyone to create highly 
interactive and dynamic WebPages. Adherence to a d velopment schedule is very 
important in order to get a job or a task done on time. This experience will definitely 
prove useful in future system development. 
/\Ith ugh n t a very c rnplcx sy stern, the Web Ba ed Car lnformati n System 
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future development of the system definitely. The problem and experience gained during 
the system development should be useful in future endeavours. It is hoped that this 
system can provide a foundation upon which many more innovative and comprehensive 
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1.0 Introduction 
The Web Based Car Information System (FindCar.com) is a web-based 
application. It is designed to manage dealer, used car and new car information on the 
Internet. It is easy to use and learn because the user interface is user friendly. All the 
functions in this system can easily be executed by a simple point and click on the 
available function button. 
The Objectives for this system are to: 
• Provide information management system for a car company ver the Internet. 
• Improve the business 
• Reduce the paper usage 
• Save the buyer's time tbat used to be spent looking at cars in a showr om 
• Provide easy access for the current and future customers 
This user manual will guide you through all the functions available in the tern. 
This manual includes the following parts: 
• Dealer Manual 
• Search Manual 
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2.0 Getting Started 
FindCar.com is a web application that can be accessed through typing the 
address of the site in the Web Browser. Before accessing FindCar.corn web site, make 
sure that your computer meets the minimum hardware and software requirements as 
stated in the previous chapter. 
2.1 Starting FindCar.com 
To use FindCar.com, the first thingy that you need to do i to tart your Web 
Browser. Then in the address text box, type in the web site addre of Find ar.c m and 
press the Enter Button to access the FindCar.com web site. 
A successful connection will cause the web browser to display the Default Page 
of FindCar.com, which contains the main function buttons that is provided by the web 
site. The layout will look like Figure 4. 
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Search Enter to the Search Page 
Dealer Enter to the Dealer Login Page 
Finance Enter to the Finance Page 
--·--- 
Tips Enter to the Tips Page 
Contact Enter to the Contact Page 
Table 5: Usage of the buttons on the Default Page 
11', .. 1• M••1,1· 1•• l11l••11·1 I •1111•1 
FlndCar.cban ..... 
WlllLCOMll TO FWC..-·YOUR ONI STOP SU~ SITtil 
m•w•M**MHS-- : .... · 





N-.., .,H...roa'n rudletl the rtpc pllH:d 
I 
Figure 4: Default Page For The FindCar.com Systems 
• There are other buttons at the side of the Default Page. Their functions are 
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Buttons Usage 
Search Directed to the Search Page 
Browse Cars Directed to the Browse Car Page 
Dealer Login Directed to the Dealer Login Page 
Online Loan Directed to the Financing page 
Calculator Directed to the Calculator page 
Table 6: Usage of the side buttons 
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3.0 Dealer Manual 
3.1 Dealer Login 
• The system will proceed to Dealer Page when you click on the "Dealer" 
button from the Default Page. 
- FlndCar.c&aaa 




Figure 5: Dealer Login Page 
• Tb.is page consists of the section that the dealer will use to login, register, 
check bis/her personal information, forgot their password, and to edit 
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• Click on the "Reset" button to reset the information. 
Button Usage 
Login Dealer can login to administer the 
database 
Forgot Your Password Dealer can send an e-mail to the 
administration to retrieve his 
forgotten password 
Register A new dealer can regi ter to gain 
access to the daraba 
View Personal Information The dealer can view his/her personal 
information. 
Edit Personal lnfonnation The dealer 
- can edit th ir p r nal 
information if needed. 
Table 7: Usage of the buttons on the Dealer Login Page 
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Welcome Gowri 
FhadCar.c&au 
WILClOMli TO .~.--yOU• ONli Slot Sli.uc:H snlil 
mffii!ME§MEHM-- .;!;.. •. 
CQNTINIJ.E 
Figure 6: Login Welcome Page 
• Click on the "Continue" button to proceed to the Default Page again in 
order to browse the online shop. The Default Page is shown in Figure 4. 
3.2 Other Dealer Functions 
• At the bottom part of the Dealer Login Page, there are more functions 
provided for the Dealer. There are a few functions at the bottom half of 
the page such as "Forgot your password", "New Dealer", ' View Your 
Personal Inforrnation" and 'Edit Your Personal Information". The layout 
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Please login If you have not Thank you. 
Foraott•n yqur PHsword7 
(;11,l\JO send us an omall statlfl\l lM you navo rorootton your paso'WOCd 
We IMll only sand your pessword to your 
registered email address. 
NtwDnler? 
Please OWJ.Slllr tor 11 Login ID end Password j 
Want to h!lve ! look at your personpl lnfomial!on7 Click ham\ ~ 
Edit YOyr O!tall!? Click hore ~ 
.:.J .... ,f'-'•1•"''-· ..... ~· ...... ,~~ ':'I';~·-'"."""·"" .... jl'•t l' ll'"':" ..t.J 
r.;;.r~-..._,.. . :---"f"- 
Figure 7: Dealer Login Page (bottom page) 
3.2.1 Forgot Your Password 
• If you have forgotten your password, click on the place of ' Forgotten 
Password". An e-mail will be sent to you, to give you your pa sword. 
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,---1r=1111r11ndll1C::iaiff.~.cl!i&lft11111"1-.., 
Enter your lop ID 
WILCOIMli TO FWC..-· YOUR ONI STOf SliAllOC SITlil 
ms H* •e•1•11 1 •-- -~: .. 
Foraot YuwPu.wordT 
Ensor your e-moi1 1ddn:u: 
Figure 8: Forgot Your Password? Page 
• Click on the "Send" button to send your e-mail. 
3.2.2 Register New Dealer 
• If you haven't registered as a dealer yet, and would like to click on the 
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Upon 1uccnlfUI 1'9gl.trallon, you will bf able to be a dealer for FlndCar.com 
REMEMB.AR TO STORE YOUR ID & PASS\'l'ORD IN ,\ ' \FE :<'L\CE I 
L.ogln ID (Pl .... chOOH I unique 
login IO • 6 chanictel'91 ) 
P11aword (& charactersQ 
Verfly PalWOl'd 
J 




Figure 9: Register New Dealer Page 
• The fields with an asterisk cannot be empty 
• Click on the "Submit Dealer Registration" to register your detail 
• If the Login ID that you have choosen is already taken, an error message 
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.!.I 
Figure 10: Error Message For Registering With The Same Login fD 
• Go back to change your Login ID and re-register. 
3.2.3 View Personal Information 
• If you want to view your personal details, you can click on the "Dealer" 
button again and proceed to the Dealer Login Page, shown in Figure 5. 
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Dnlor N ... o: Cb>rrl Paul 
N.-ICNa" 780714JOlJ48 
Olllct Ttlophont No: 2J/l34J6 
Addnn: 43 Jala» /JukJt 
I 112 Cha•i8(1! 
City: Pllallnr JJ)U 
State: S.langor 
.1'111ta1 eou: 46210 
E-Moil AdU.111 eo,.ri@lrotm:ni.co..i 
.. '\, 
Figure 11: View Personal [nfonnation Page 
3.2.4 Edit Personal Information 
• If you want to edit your personal details, click on the "Edit Personal Details" 
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Edit Dealer Information 




Ol&c• IeL j23123m 
Jbme/H/P I oL jJ123.f.i678 
Addrt11: 1~3 Jct.Ion !Mil 
/1112 Cllonggol 
Figure 12: Edit Dealer lnfonnation Page 
• After editing your personal details, click on the "Submit" Button. 
• you will then be redirected to another page confirming your personal details 
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Addnrn 43 Jalan Buklt 
11 /2 ChlrlQgl!ll 
CilJ'l Patal ln(J Jaye 
Sta"': Selanoor 
Po""'1 Codo 46210 
}{a..., Tel No: 312345678 
Office Tel No: 23123456 
E·Mail Addreu: gowrl(!!lhotmall. com 
Figure 13: Personal Detail Confirmation Page 
• If you still want to edit your personal details, click on the "Back" button. If 
your details are all correct, then click on the "Continue" button. You will be 
directed to the Default Page. 
• The last function on the Dealer Login Page is the "Edit Your Details" Click 
on the "Edit" button to edit your details. You will be directed to the Edit 
Dealer Information Page shown in Figure 12. 
• After editing your details, click on the "Submit" button and you'll be directed 
to the Personal Detail Confirmation Page shown in Figure 13. 
• If there are still changes to be made, click on the "Back" button to edit it 
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• If there are any instances where you want to be directed back to the Default 
Page, just click on the main buttons at the top of the page and you will be 
directed back to these pages. 
3.2.5 Logout 
• After all this, click on the "Logout" button on the Default Page to log out. 
The layout of the figure shown once you have logged out is found in Figure 14. 
FhadCar.c&au 
WaooM1i TO F~.--YoUlt ONli STOP HAllCN SITll __ , .•..• ··--Jl!k 
You ore loaacd out from our system. 
Thmkyou. 
To Iopa 11 a cliffcrmt deala, ic e 
To co~ to bcoWIC out store,~- 
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4.0 Search Manual 
4.1 Search 
• From the Default Page, click on the "Search" button. You will be directed 
to the Search Page. The layout of the page is shown in Figure 15. 
FlndCAr.c&an 
W1iLOOM1 TO ~- · YOUlt OHll STOP SllAt(;N SIT&I 
.. M'M fi HF 1*11 "•-- ~a 
Select Model: I :a Mak&: 
Figure 15: Search Page 
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• To conduct a search for Used Cars, select the "Model" that you want from 
the drop down list provided. If you want all the same model cars to shown, 
leave the "Make" section empty. 
• If you want to narrow your search to a specific make, then enter the type of 
make in the "Make" box that you want. Then click on the "Search" button. 
• Your search results will be shown in a different page. TI1e Used Car 







Milnp: 1 llOOOO 
}WI: Pdrol 
C........_, Em:< ..... C_...... 
17800 
'Figure 16: Used Car Results Pag~ 
• If your search for a car that is not in the database, you will get an error 
message asking you to search for a different car. The layout of the Results 
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Fh1dCar.c&111 
WliLOOMI TO ANC..-·YOUR OMii STOP SURCH nnt 
mwo;+•i*ffif!i!A-- ~ 
YecStardoR..W.b1 
Sorry! The car that you searched for currently unavailable. 
Click~ to conduct a different search 
Figure 17: Results Error Message Page 
4.1.2 New Cars 
• If you want to conduct a search for New Cars, look at the bottom half of the 
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Select Model: I jj Miake: 
OR 
Search fm !few Can by seleot:in& the Mode( 
Select Model: I 
or 
lksr!D!I. for llll)' CUii 
Figure 18: Search Page (bottom half) 
• For the New Cars, your search is limited to only the Models of the cars. 
Select a model from the drop down list and click on the "Submit" Button. 
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CarID: DD',555 
V.41k Proton 




Figure 19: New Car Results Page 
• If you have conducted a search for a car that is not in our database, you will 
be directed to the Results Error Message Page shown in Figure 17 and 
asked to conduct a different search. 
4.2 Browse 
• At the bottom part of the Search Page, there is a link to go to the Browse 
Page. 
• You will be directed to the Browse Page. The layout of the page is shown 
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..-- FlndCar.c&ha ...... 
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• Browu New C+ur 
Figure 20: Browse Page 
• You can also get to this page by clicking the side button "Browse Cars" on 
the Default Page. 
4.2.1 !Jsed Cars 
• To browse for Used Cars, click on the "Browse Used Cars" button. You 
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r1n4caF.aaa .. 
Wlil.CCMli TO Fi114Ceo.--YOUll ONli STOP SliAJtQI 5IT'1 
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Bl'OWlt U1 ... C:ar 
Click on tho C.- ID lo see tho pictun: of the c.- 
Figure 21: Browse Used Car Page 
• If you want to see a picture of the car, click on the link in the Car ID 
column, you will be directed to the Used Car Pictures Page. A layout of 
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• Click on either the "Back" button to go back to the Browse Used Car 
Page or click on the "Top" button to go to the main header of the page to 
go to a different page. 
4.2.2 New Cars 
• If you want to browse through the list of New Cars, Click on the "Browse 
New Cars" button on the Browse Page. You will be directed to a new page 
titled Browse New Cars Page. The layout is shown in Figure 23. 
FlndCar.c&aaa - 
WILCOMI TO F...ic..--YOUll ONl ITOP aURQt •ITll 
m•E11•+1 a •e+•--A 
Clid: on the Cw ID to see the~ oftlte cw. 
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• To see a picture of the car, click on the link in the Car ID column. You will 
be directed to the New Car Pictures Page. A layout of the page is shown in 
Figure 24. 
AllC 11 ll 
Figure 24: New Car Pictures Page 
• Click on either the "Back" button to go back to the Browse New Car Page 
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5.0 Other Functions 
5.1 Financing 
• To buy a particular car, you will have to click on the "Financing" button 
found on the Default Page. 
• The financing part of this website is directed to another site. The layout if 
this is shown in Figure 25. 
Fli1dCar.c&au 
Wlil.altM TO F1NfM..-·VOUR ONll STOP 55.U(:N ISIT&I 
m•s++;;;;+• H·--~1 
Click hcrt lo be lllltllNtJ COGlltCttdJI 
- 
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5.2 Tips 
• To be directed to the Tips Page, click on the "Tips" button at the header of 
the Default Page. The layout of the page is shown in Figure 26. 
FlndCar.c&h• ~ 
WIUlOIMI TO fWC..--'fOUt ONI HOP NAllCN Ufll 
'Ilp1 
-·+e•1•••*' --~ 
O.W-• - .......... u. •• .rn..ic.r- ... ....rr. Alwqs ... .-- ·- 
,_ .,........ W•c- u._ _,............,.,... ..,....,. .. _....., u "'" r....._...,. • .._..,....._ 
• WheslJOOI" lo llie e1rdc~ ........nbudioltba 1ole,,_......., bow to 1clacw alctbellerlbctlyoolmcwlto• 
'• . 
Figure 26: Tips Page 
5.3 Contas:t 
• Click on the "Contact" button on the header on the DefauJt Page. You will 
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mFEP*H'FIF••--~.J 
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II 03-1~'678. Fn!Car.com cuotomer nnott rop111Mnllliwo wi!l .....-'11*tiono,;111ll!Jli ... end •mdhnl9.00 om. lo 
6:!1l11-m. 
Figure 27: Contact Page 
• To contact the administration on any particular problems or suggestions, 
this button will send an email to the administration. 
• To send an email of a particular problem, the bottom half of the Contact 
Page has a formatted email. You can enter in the details of this and click on 
the "Send Message" button to send the email. The layout of the page is 
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::J 
.:I 
Figure 28: Contact Page (bottom half) 
5.4 Hot News 
• Click on the "Hot News" button in the Default Page to be directed to the 
Hot News Page, where all the links of the functions are listed for easier 
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HOT NEWS 
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Figure 29: Hot News Page 
5.S Calculators 
• Click on the "Calculators" button on the side bar of the Default Page to be 
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CakuWon 
·~ 
Figure 30: Main Calculator Page 
• The three types of calculator have different functi n . They are umrnarized 
in the table below. 
Buttons Usage 
Loan Payment To calculate the monthly payments 
Road Tax To calculate the road tax payments 
Loan Affordability To calculate the affordable loan 
amount 
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5.5.1 Loan Payment Calculator 
• Enter all the fields to calculate your loan amount. 
• The layout is shown in Figure 31. 
C.. Plrr:huo .Pnu O'M) ·~ kJIOOo 
50000 I" 
Mr!).,..,. p.ymcm (UI) ca. f7ooo 
6000 
Im....na.t. (%) rg 6.7Tho 
mn.cr•<IOIC•&oia191• 112 
75 
!Uf>~ pcMds (Glonlhs) [6ii3 c.,._,~ .... ,,,-.,,-1 -- 
Lo...._ 
N- 
I. Pltuc k.ry11 .a f.l<n1 - c- (q. 'OOOOl 
2. o...---9-1~1<1 7~ c1ep..,.qoalhotyp• Wlp ...i.t!o, .md 
.,_ qualiic .... 
Figure 31: Loan Payment Calculator 
• To remind the buyer to enter a sizable amount for the down payment, an 
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Figure 32: Calculator Error Message 
5.5.2 Road Tax Calculator 
• Enter all the fields to calculate your road tax. payment. Layout hown m 
Figure 33. 
Rom Tax calculator j 
i:- 'f""' ....i.do adc ., (::cj 
(Ct.._ ................ ~ ....... , a: 
Ck• toc""'.- lllorolld In ....... 
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S.5.3 Loan Affordability Calculator 
• Enter all the fields to correctly calculate how much you can afford each 
month. The layout is shown in Figure 34. 
, .., -flll I -'11111 ftOOO 
.... 1QX) ,,,,~.,_~ ""' 
... llllX) ,......, 
-R•o('!I) 
... 1.7 ,., Tholnt---·*""' ,.: 6.91o7.6. llrpy-,..... <--> liii3 
~-,... i;;i11n 
Cot,,_,_. f50m.P 
Figure 34: Loan Affordability Calculator 
S.6 Glossarv 
• On the De&ult Page, click on the "Glossary - Let's get Technical" button 
to connect to the Glossary Page. 
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,.,.,...-r--...wi11a-•t1oe-......,Oick --~ ..... - 
, .... _ .... ___.. .... ....,.._.._,tlCIQ).~ --- 
Figure 35: Default Page Cbottom halt) 
• You will be directed to the Glossary Page, shown in Figure 36. 
• Click on the Alphabets Jinks to be directed to that part of the page. 
• Click on "Top" to get back to the links. 
--··--·--~· 
Oo you -- Ind youn.i/WW"'"""9 - .. tho - n ...,., c- ~ .,....., oa. It dotw,... 
~ INming- -CM11 -· - ... M RIOCW.CM - O<I _, ~ GiOnM'f -Clon to~ )'Oii -'1yo.r-. 
TO<iey$ telw1ol<IW pi..,. a t.p p.n., en ...S ~with it h& ant a lat al - >n ~ - 
fO< "'- -- ~ ... ,._ ........ ~ tlnJ - Is. - ........... '"""tho -(Int} lotten or--· 1t1. (1("111 ~ llQ O"MllPl9~) • 
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Glossary 
ActiveX A relatively new technology that makes it easy to embed animated objects, 
data, and computer code on Web pages. With ActiveX controls, a Web browser that 
supports ActiveX can play just about any item you might encounter on a Web page. 
bandwidth The maximum information-carrying capacity of an electronic connection or 
network. 
binary file An executable file or a file that is not in ASCII text format. 
browse To wander around a portion of the lntemet lo king f r item f int r t. I 
known as surfing or cruising. 
browser A software program for viewing HTML pc e . 
cache A temporary storage area that a Web brow r u es to t re pages that it ha 
recently opened. The cache enables the brow er to quickl load the e page if y u 
decide to return to them. 
CGI (Common Gateway Interface)-A set of rules that de cribe how a Web Server 
communicates with another piece of software on the ame machine and h v the other 
piece of software (the "CGI program") talks to the Web server. Any piece of software 
can be a CGI program if it handles input and output according to the CGI standard. 
Usually a CGl program is a small program that takes data from a Web server and does 
something with it, like putting the content of a fonn into an e-mail message, or turning 
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client. All the computers and software that make up the Internet are either clients (which 
receive and translate data) or servers (which provide and translate data). Thus, client 
software allows you to get information from the Internet. 
comment Text in an HTML document (or computer program) that will be seen only by 
the people who edit the source for that page. Comments are normally invisible when a 
page is viewed with a Web browser. 
Common Gateway Interface (CGI) An interface for external programs to talk to a 
Web server. Programs that are written to use CGI are called CGI programs or CGI 
scripts, and are commonly used for processing HTML form . 
compression The process of making a computer file mall r that it can b pie 
more quickly between computers. 
digital Electronic circuits generally con ider d t u e an n r 
convey information. 
equen f value to 
direct connection A permanent, 24-hour link between a computer and the Internet. A 
computer with a direct connection can use the Jnternet at any time. 
domain The address of a computer on the Internet. A user's Internet address is made up 
of a username and a domain name. 
domain name system (DNS) An Internet addressing system that uses a group of names 
that are listed with dots (.) between them, working from the most specific to the most 
general group. In the United States, the top (most general) domains are network 
categories such as edu (education), com (commercial), and gov (government). In other 
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download To retrieve a file or files from a remote machine to your local machine. 
e-mail (electronic mail) A system that enables a person to compose a message on a 
computer and transmit that message through a computer network, such as the Internet, to 
another computer user. 
e-mail address The word-based Internet address of a user, typically made up of a 
username, an at(©) sign, and a domain name (that is, user@domain). E-mail addres es 
are translated from the numeric IP addresses by the domain name system (D NS). 
encryption The process of encoding information so that it is secure from other Internet 
users. 
FAQ Short for frequently asked que ti.on , a computer file containing the an wer 
frequently asked questions about a particular Internet re our e. 
firewall A security device placed on a LAN to protect it from internet intruders. Thi 
can be a special kind of hardware router, a piece of oftv are, or oth. 
form A page that includes areas to be filled out by the reader. HTML f rm allow 
information to be sent back to the company or individual who made (or maintain ) the 
page. 
frame A rectangular region within the browser window that displays a Web page 
alongside other pages in other frames. 
FTP (File Transfer Protocol) The basic method for copying a file from one computer 
to another through the lnternet. 
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graphical editor A program that allows you to edit an approximation of what a Web 
page would look like when viewed with a Web browser. Graphical editors usually bide 
the actual HTML tags they are creating from view. 
home page. Frequently, this term refers to the cover of a particular Web site. The home 
page is the main, or first, page displayed for an organization's or person's World Wide 
Web site. 
Host Any computer on a network that is a repository for services available to other 
computers on the network. It is quite common to have one host machine provide se eral 
services, such as WWW and USENET. 
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) The document fl rrnatting languag u ed t 
create pages on the World Wide Web. 
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) The tandard m th d f r , changing 
information between IITTP servers and clients on the Web. Tue IITTP pecification lays 
out the rules of how Web servers and brows r mu t work t geth r. 
hypertext Text that allows readers to jump spontaneously among onscreen documents 
and other resources by selecting highlighted keywords that appear on each creen. 
Hypertext appears most often on the World Wide Web. 
image compression The mathematical manipulation that images are put through to 
squeeze out repetitive patterns. It makes them load and display much faster. 
image map An image on a Web page that leads to two or more different links, 
depending on which part of the image someone clicks. Modem Web browsers use client- 
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interlaced GIF An image file that will appear blocky at first, then more and more 
detailed as it continues downloading. (Similar to a progressive JPEG file.) 
Internet A large, loosely organized integrated network connecting universities, research 
institutions, government, businesses, and other organizations so that they can exchange 
messages and share information. 
Internet Explorer An advanced Web browser created by Microsoft Corporation. 
Internet Explorer is powerful and easy to use. 
Internet service provider (ISP) The company that pro ide you or our company with 
access to the Internet. lSPs usually have several erver and a high-speed link to the 
Internet backbone. 
intranet A private network with acce re tricted to ne organization, but which u e 
the same standards and protocols as the gl bal public Internet. 
ISDN (Integrated Digital Services Network) Essentially operat s a digital phone 
line. ISDN delivers many benefits over standard analog phon line including multiple 
simultaneous calls and higher-quality data Iran mis ion . ISDN ata rates are 56Kbps to 
128Kbps. 
Java The Web-oriented language developed by Sun Microsyst ms. 
Kbps (kilobits per second) A rate of transfer of information across a connection such as 
the Internet. 
LAN (local area network) A computer network limited to a small area. 
link An icon, a picture, or a highlighted string of text that connects the current Web page 
to other Web pages, internet sites, graphics, movies, or sounds. On the Web, you skip 
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Login Noun or a verb. Noun: The account name used to gain access to a computer 
system. Not a secret (contrast with Password).Verb: The act of entering into a computer 
system, e.g., Login to the WELL and then go to the GBN conference. 
Mbps (mega bits per second) A rate of transfer of information across a connection such 
as the Internet. (Equal to l ,OOOKbps.) 
micropayments. A method by which companies can keep an "electronic charge 
account" for customers. Micropayments offer an affordable way to charge anywhere 
from one cent to one-hundredth of a cent as payment for service or products offered 
over the Internet. 
modem (modulator/demodulator) A device to convert the digital ignal fa c mputer 
to an analog format for transmission across telephone line . 
multimedia A description for system capable f di pl ying r pl ying l r l, picture , 
sound, video, and animation. 
navigation Movement within a computer environment for example, navigation fa 
Web site). 
Netscape Short for Netscape Communications Corporation a software company that 
developed and markets a popular World Wide Web browser ailed Navigator. Some 
people casually refer to Navigator as Netscape. 
network A set of computers interconnected so that they can communicate and share 
information. Most major networks are connected to the global network-of-networks, 
called the Internet. 
pas word A secret code, known only to the user, that allows that user to access a 
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pixel An individual dot of color in a computer graphics image. 
progressive JPEG An image file that appears blurry at first, then gradually comes into 
focus. (Similar to an interlaced GIF file.) 
protocol Specific rules and conventions defining bow data may be exchanged between 
any two devices. 
resolution The number of individual dots, or pixels, that make up an image. 
resource A generic term to describe the varied information and activitie available to 
Internet users. 
search engine A program that provides a way to search for specific inf rmation. 
server A networked computer that "serves" a particular typ of inf rmari n 1 u er . ee 
also Web server. 
server-side image maps A technique for implementing Web page image that lead t 
more than one link, so that the server computer determine which link to got . This 
method is now less commonly used than client- ide image maps. 
source The actual text and commands stored in an HTML file including tag , 
comments, and scripts that may not be visible when the page is viewed with a Web 
browser. 
surfing Another term for browsing. 
table Text and/or images arranged into orderly rows and columns. HTML provides 
several tags specifically for creating tables. Another term for database table where data 
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TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) The agreed-on set of 
computer communications rules and standards that allows communications between 
different types of computers and networks that are connected to the Internet. 
text editor Any program that allows you to edit text with your computer. 
URL (uniform resource locator) Also commonly called a location or address. This is 
an addressing system that locates documents on the Internet. 
username Used with a password to gain access to a computer. A dial-up IP user 
typically has a username and password for dialing the access provider's Internet server. 
VBScript A script language developed by Microsoft. A technical c mpetitor t Java and 
JavaScript applications. 
Web server A computer on the Internet that host dat that can b acce ed by Web 
browsers using the HTTP protocol. 
Web Site. A collection of World Wide Web documents, usually con is ting fa home 
page and several related pages. You might think of a Web ite a an interacti e 
electronic book. 
Webmaster. The individual responsible for maintaining and updating th c ntent of a 
World Wide Web document. Webmasters are the creati e force behind the World Wide 
Web. 
World Wide Web (WWW or the Web) A set of Internet computers and services that 
provide an easy-to-use system for finding information and moving among resources. 
WWW services feature hypertext, hypermedia, and multimedia information, which can 
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